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Exclusive!
Bridges, Coalition Get
$1-Million From Feds To Curb
Drug Abuse
(Special to The Weekly Challenger)

1ST Annual Weekly Challenger
Black History Essay Contest

meeting of Bridges of
America Inc., the Orlandobased non-profit which
runs six other centers in
other cities.
Pinellas Bridge will
use its $500,000 to com
plete the balance of reno
vations needed on the sec
ond floor of the BradleyDavis building, a one-time
nursing home named for
former Senator Rudy
Bradley, who got initial
funding off the ground,
and retired police chief and
now Deputy Mayor for
Midtown, Goliath Davis.
The renovations will
enable the 75-bed facility
to operate at full capacity
in providing a secure resj^
dential treatment program
and after-care services for
adult clients who alterna
tively faced long prison
sentences while battling
the ravages of drug,
dependency and alco

treatment facility north of
Central Avenue more than
20 years ago, focuses on
treating and rehabilitating
clients who have commit
ted one or more drug-relat
ed felonies.
They can spend up to
six months in the program
after
sentencing
by
Pinellas Drug Court judges
who concur they need
medical help rather than
prison, or through diver
sion by their parole or pro
bation officers.
The coalition was
awarded $500,000 a year
for three years, also during
last month’s House/Senate
conference
committee.
Comprised of a collabora
tion of "grass roots" organ
izations, concerned resi
dents, government offi
cials and others, it will use
the money to provide drug
prevention, , intervention
and treatment sendees to
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♦ “I just like to do it,” says Ashley

interview
’
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holism addiction.

help ensure a safe, health)

was • inter

viewed the day before he
was set to report on the
grant awards at the annual

„ - --The "treatment’ ’Centerv and drug-free* lifestyle foe

ille first of its stature in
south St. Petersburg since
Operation PAR moved its

residents in the "economiPlease see Bridges
on pg. 6

The Los Angeles Urban League Automotive Training Center Holds Winter
Graduation Ceremony - The Automotive Training Center (ATC), a partnership
between Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc. (TMS) and the Los Angeles Urban
League held its winter graduation. Some 49 graduates received free training and
job placement in the automotive service industry, bringing the total number of
graduates to more than 900. Established in 1993 on the heels of the civil unrest in
Los Angeles, the ATC has gained national recognition for its recruiting, training
and job placement track record. Pictured are three of the graduates with ATC
board president and TMS senior vice president and chief administrative officer
Douglas M. West, and Los Angeles Urban League president John W. Mack.

For A Voting Rights
Amendment: Part 3 of 3______
© 2001 The Nation Company, L.p. (listed by Permission)*
Special Report
by JESSE JACKSON. JR.
Most Americans will
be shocked, appalled and
outraged to learn that their
Constitution does not grant
them the right to vote. Yet
that was the major lesson
to be learned from Bush v.
Gore. Even though the
right to vote is the supreme
right in a democracy, the
Supreme Court in Bush v.
Gore told Americans—in
their
questioning
of
lawyers David Boies and
Theodore Olson, and in

their final ruling—that
there is no
explicit fundamental right
to . suffrage
in
the
Constitution.
William Rehnquist and
the "court of five" who
decided the 2000 election
by one vote said, "The
individual citizen has no
federal constitutional right
to vote for electors for the
President of the United
States..." [Bush v. Gore,
531 U.S. 98 (Dec. 122000)
(per curiam)]. It's the rea
son the Florida legislature

could contemplate sending
its own set of electors to
Congress if it had lost in
the Supreme Court. It
could have ignored 6.1
million Florida voters, and
still have been acting with
in the parameters of the US
Constitution. As District of
Columbia Councilmember
Kevin
Chavbus
and
American University con
stitutional law professor
Jamin Raskin said in an
Please see Voting on
P8-8
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bv Roger K. Clendening
ST. PETERSBURG A long sought drug treat
ment center, and a drugsfighting coalition, will
receive $l-million in fed
eral funds to continue the
struggle against drug abuse
and illegal drug sales in
south central St. Peters
burg, now designated by
the City as Midtown.
Pinellas Bridge, the
drug treatment center, at
1735 Dr. M.L. King St. S,
and the Coalition For A
Safe and Drug Free St.
Petersburg, also based at
the center, will each
receive $500,000 this year
from allocations author
ized through the federal
House
Appropriations
Committee chaired by U.S.
Rep. C.W. Bill Young, RLargo, Watson Haynes, the
center’s executive director,
told The Weekly Chai-lenger in an exclusive

Presrt Std
U.S. Postage
PAID
Permit #2271
St. Petersburg, FL

On an African-American who has made some significant

hy Barry A. Me Intosh__________________ ________________

contribution to a person, a group, or the world. The writer must then

Challenger General Manager

express how this contribution affected them personally.

RULES:

The essays must be either typed or computer generated.
Each essay must have the writer’s name, grade, age,
name of school, and home phone number
Scoring will be based upon:
1. Grammatical structure
2. Punctuation use
3. Spelling

4. Word count - 650 (H.S.), 500 (M.S.), 300 (E.S.)
5. How well the writer expresses how' they were affected by the
subject’s contribution
Each of the above are worth a possible 10 points

CASH AWARD:

High School - $200
Middle School - $150
Elemental-)■ School - $100

WE LOOK FORWARD TO PUBLISHING YOUR ESSAYS!

Black History Luncheon A
Success-------------- ,—
ST. PETERSBURG The festive occasion was
highlighted by the efferves
cent personality of Dierdre
Downing-Jackson, during
the recent Third Annual
Black History Pageant
Luncheon and African
Fashion Show: It was held
at
the
Holiday
Inn
Sunspree Resort in St.
Petersburg.
This affair is an annual
fund raiser for the Black
History Pageant production
which will be held this year
at 4 p.m. Sunday, February
10, 2002, at Bayfront
Center’s Mahaffey Theater.
Downing-Jackson, who is a
well-known model, pro
moter and evangelist, is the
daughter of the late Alvin
Downing and his wife,
Bunny. She charmed the
audience with her dazzling
attire, smile, and cheerful,
spirit-filled comments.
Lillie Collins-Philogen,
former Multicultural Af
fairs and Assistant Dean of
Students at Eckerd Col
lege, who made it possible
for the pageaht to have
Saturday rehearsals at
Eckerd, received an award
for her diligent services.
Models for the occasion
were Kenneth Jones, Eco
nomic Development Coor
dinator for the City of St.
Petersburg; Shelly Miller
Jones, who served in the
Naval Reserves as a hospi
tal coreman for 20 years;
Kayla Hill Graham, a wellknown professional singer;
Henry L. Ashwood, Jr.,
saxophonist and wellknown musician; Rosa Sly,
who worked for 20 years as
a medical technical assis
tant with the Medical

Peggy Peterman, Founder/Director and
awardee Lillie Coilins-Philogene
Administration Services;
and the Rev. Manuel L.
Sykes, pastor of Bethel
Community
Baptist
Church. The fashions came
from
Simply
Natural
Boutique, 1624 Central
Avenue, Raynetta Mobley,
owner; and Shaheed’s
African and Islamic Wears,
Inc., Maxi Mall, 4301 34th
Street South, Najiyyah
Shaheed, ow'ner/designer.
Young models, repre
senting the Black History
Pageant included: Desiree
Roberts, Danielle Roberts,
Jasmine Henderson, Alesia
Davenport, Benjamin Jen
kins and Airess Rembert.
Artistic renditions dur
ing the program included
the Anointed Praise Dan
cers from Bethel Com
munity Baptist Church, and
their choreographer, Alexys Cobb. Andreda Hosey is
the dance director. Also,
Jasmine Settles, a student
at the Pinellas County
Center for the Arts, sang
several solos.
Proceeds from the
fundraiser will go toward
the February' 10 production
and will help to pay rental

Diedre Downing-Jackson,
Fashion Commentator
fee for the theater, cos
tumes, props, scholarships
for seniors. This will be the
24th Annual Black History
Pageant production and
this year’s theme is: And
the Beat Goes On! African
American Lives in Review.
Some 45 young people will
portray- African-American
accomplishments in the
military, arts and the world
of entertainment and the
strength of the black
church.
The luncheon commit
tee
included
Frances
Please see Luncheon
on pg. 6

Ashley Sullivan

Natasha Sullivan

ST. PETERSBURG It is never too young to
dream. In' fact, when you
think about it, that is prob
ably the best time. You
aren’t hampered by the
unfortunate realism of
adulthood, or the disap
pointment of experience.
If you listen to Natasha
and Ashley Sullivan, the
thought of participating in
a sport that is under- repre
sented by African-Ameri
cans doesn’t phase them. If
you knew Natasha and
Ashley Sullivan^ they have
more in common than
sharing the same proud
parents. They are both ho
nor students at Rio Vista
Elementary School, mem
bers of the National
Achievers St. Petersburg
College, STEP, Math Su
per Stars, Fast Forward
Trak Club, and the Tampa
Ba)' Turners Gymnastics
program. In addition, 9
year old Ashley has been
awarded 00-01A11 Year
Honor Roll, Super Citizen
Award, 1 Perfect Attend
ance, Principal List, and a
letter of Recognition from
Representative Frank Far
kas, D.C. Her sister, Nata
sha, 11, has enjoyed simi
lar awards - Principal’s
List, Super Citizen, Ebony
Scholars, Motivational Award, and Battle of the
Books 4th and 5th grade,
and Southside Soccer
League.
Beyond the academic
achievements, Ashley’s as
piration to be a veterinari

they share. They want to
be in the Olympics. Their
accomplishments in athlet
ics are just as impressive.
The two siblings partici
pate in a sport, gymnastics,
dominated by white com
petitors. If you ask either
of them, you would never
think they were aware of
any ceilings, self-imposed
or otherwise.
Since the 1996 Olym
pics, Natasha and Ashley
have been exposed to
Olympic gymnastics. They
haven’t looked back since.
This past summer at the
AAU Nationals, Natasha
helped her 4 x 8 Girls
Relay team finish 9th over
all. Recently, Natasha con
tributed to her level 5
team’s third place finish.
On November 17, 2001,
Natasha placed 15th on the
Bars in the level 5 State
Gymnastics. While Nata
sha enjoys gymnastics, she
puts it in place, stating that
"it’s not as important as
school work."
Ashley has been busy
too. "I just like to do it,"
says Ashley shyly, when
responding to how impor
tant is gymnastics. Don’t
let that response fool you.
Her father, Anthony Sul
livan says, "she lives and
breathes gymnastics."
Ashley’s progress has
been rapid. In 2000, she
placed 7th overall at Level
5, and was the Level 5
State Champion on the
Floor Exercise. During
2001, she advanced to
Level 6, and had two 1st

an, and Natasha’s goal to

be a doctor and teacher,
there is one other thing that

Please see Dream on
Pg 6
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Nickelodeon: Fair?
by Victoria Riskin
During the Holiday season, parents searched for
movies appropriate for their children, and Hollywood
studios spent millions of dollars to capture that young
audience. There is much more to the story, and it is very
troubling.
Seven months ago, writers working on
Nickelodeon’s animated television series asked the
Writers Guild of America, the union representing televi
sion and movie writers, to become their bargaining rep
resentative. The creative and hard-working men and
women who write many of the popular Nickelodeon ani
mated television programs that kids love had felt mis
treated for a long time and were frustrated in their efforts
to have their concerns addressed by the company. They
asked Nickelodeon to recognize the union and provide
them the same benefits and protections as their col
leagues in the rest of the industry.
When the Writers Guild asked Nickelodeon if we
could begin discussions on behalf of these writers,
Nickelodeon said no, not once but repeatedly.
What happened next? Nothing - and everything.
Nickelodeon refused to sit down with the Guild.,
We are at the start of a new millennium, and it is hard
to believe that some employers have not advanced
beyond the painful and anti-labor days of How Green
Was My Valley, The Grapes of Wrath and Norma Rae.
After September 11, when Americans asked them
selves what really matters, many determined that respect
for others, human dignity, and fairness are the values
they most cherish. If Nickelodeon does some soulsearching, I hope they come to the same conclusion.

State Of Hate
by Bernice Powell Jackson
As we begin a new
year and approach the
birthday of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., this might
be a good time to take an
inventory of our nation’s
progress in achieving racial
justice. While clearly there
have been strides made
even in 2001, with African
Americans recording new
firsts including as Secre
tary of State and as heads
of American Express and
AOL Time Warner, for
many people of color little
has changed and, for some
Arab Americans and Mus
lim Americans, discrimina
tion has increased. Mean
while, a new report from
the Center for New Com
munity in Chicago raises
some
disturbing
new
trends.
The Center for New
Community is a faith-based
organization whose mis
sion is to revitalize com
munities for genuine social,
economic and political

democracy. Its Building
Democracy Initiative helps
the Center do this by track
ing hate groups in the
Midwest. In its 2001 re
port, State ofHate, it listed
338 such groups through
out Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kansas, Michigan, Minne
sota, Missouri, Nebraska,
Ohio and Wisconsin, with
Ohio leading the list with
73 such groups and Michi
gan coming in 2nd with 63.
Hate groups that the
Center for New Com
munity follows include
white supremacist groups
such as the Ku Klux Kian,
neo-Nazi groups and white
power skinheads, but also
include so-called Christian
identity groups - those who
believe that America is the
Promised Land, where the
final battle between good
and evil will be fought and
who believe that only white
people are included in the
promise of God and some
of whom have called for
the execution t>f Jews and

gay and lesbian people. It
also includes a new kind of
hate group, middle Ameri
can nationalist, which is a
variation of white national
ism in which its adherents
cast themselves as the true
patriots. Middle American
nationalism developed in
the 1990’s as a reaction to
the growing globalization
and the increasing numbers
of multiracial people. It
sees as its enemies people
of color and “one world
government.”
But perhaps the most
frightening trend identified
by the Center for New
Community is the targeting
of youth by these hate
groups. The Center points
out that the 2000 census
data show that children of
color and white children in
the Midwest are living in
segregated communities
and in a study done by
Hamilton College, half of
the young people inter
viewed agreed that it is all
right , if races are basically

separate from each other.
At the same time, many
school districts are disman-1
tling their integration
efforts leftover from the
1960s and 70s. The mes
sage of the civil rights era
is clearly not being passed
on to this generation of
youth.
These young people,
moreover, are being target
ed by such neo-Nazi hate
groups as the National
Alliance, the World Church
of the Creator and the
National Socialist Move
ment which all focused
attention on young people.
Other groups, like the
Aryan Nations, thought to
be extinct after a lawsuit by
the Southern Poverty Law
Center closed down its
Idaho headquarters, has
recruited high school stu
dents in the small Illinois
town of Salem. The Center
has found that there has
been a 30% increase in the
number of neo-Nazi. and
racist skinhead groups in

the past three years.
In addition, these
groups are targeting college
campuses not only for
recruitment but also for
activities designed to
frighten students and facul
ty of color and those who
support and befriend them.
For instance, Ohio State
University was blanketed
with fliers warning against
interracial relationships,
and fliers with a skull and
crossbones and “Race Mix
ers Beware” were slipped
under the doors of African
American faculty at the
University of Illinois at
Urbana/Champaign. A re
cent MTV poll found that
44% of Midwestern college
students said that they or
someone they knew had
been verbally or physically
attacked because of their
race, religion, sexual orien
tation, or disability.
Finally, the hate groups
are targeting youth through
their music. Many adults
pay little attention to the

music their children listen
to, but white power music
is the most significant
recruiting tool for young
people. William Pierce of
the hate group National
Alliance, runs Resistance
Records, probably the
largest white power music
label, out of the Cleveland
suburb of Parma. But there
are at least 21 white power
bands and 11 labels and
distributors based in the
Midwest, according to the
Center’s special report,
Soundtracks to the White
Revolution.
To make Dr. King’s
dream come alive in this
new century, we must be
vigilant in coming together
to see that hate groups have
no place in this nation. We
must expose such groups,
we must educate our chil
dren and we must organize
and keep hate out of our
communities and
our
schools. That should be a
New Year’s resolution for
us all.

The Real Tragedy Of Tampa Plane Crash
by Mark W. Merrill
When I arrived at work
on Monday, January 7, I
saw first-hand what can
happen when a child feels
like his life is more than he
can bear. I work in the
downtown Tampa office
building hit by the Cessna
airplane flown by 15-yearold Charles Bishop. Since
the crash, witnesses and
reporters have made com
parisons to 9/11; concern
has been raised over
Bishop’s ability to fly into
restricted air space over
Macdill Air Force Base and
the ease with which he
stole the airplane in the
first place. While consider
ing these issues are natural
in our terrorist-sensitive
times, and it’s clear that

Bishop wrongly put other
lives at risk, it should still
be remembered that at the
heart of this tragedy was a
teenager who would rather
die than live. There are
thousands of other teens
who feel just like he did.
Charles Bishop did not
have an ideal life. His par
ents divorced before he
was a year old. His father
eventually dropped out of
the picture altogether as
Charles and his mother
went from state to state nine moves in his 15 years.
He went to four different
middle schools and had
recently entered the even
more socially challenging
world of high school. His
teachers say he was bright
and involved; But his

classmates - the peers he
would most likely look to
for friendship - describe
him as a loner, a kid who
ate lunch by himself. One
student told a newspaper
reporter that it was like
Charles “didn’t
even
exist.” But no matter how

mom did the best she
could, at some point the
communication between
them must have broken
down. What’s especially
frightening about this
young man’s profile is that
there are other children out
there ready to file a similar

ly moves me, because I
receive letters almost every
day from parents across the
Country that realize they
have let their children slip
away, and desperately want
to know how to reconnect.
But there are too many
other parents who don’t

them first. A parent who
loves them enough to listen
to them, keep tabs on them
and offer a helping hand
when the pressures of ado
lescence get to be too
much.
Charles Bishop died
ignoring the pleas and

he appeared on the outside,

flight

study

even notice that their kids,

instructions of Coast Guard

when he climbed into that
plane, he was an emotional
time bomb waiting to
explode.
So where was the
affection and affirmation
that could have steered him
on a different course? Who
was in the control tower of
this child’s life? We
already know that his dad
wasn’t there to give him
the love and guidance he
needed. And even if his

showed that 60 percent of
teenagers have considered
suicide. Many of them are
living in homes where they
are disconnected - physi
cally or emotionally - from
one parent or both. The
very adults who should be
most involved with these
children have let other
pressures and other priori
ties push their children’s
needs to the background.
Charles’ story especial

are sinking deeper and
deeper into despair. I real
ize that most of these chil
dren will never hijack a
plane and throttle it into a
building, but we shouldn’t
assume that a similar
tragedy couldn’t happen in
our family. If we are not
giving our children the
emotional support they
need, it can. A child needs
to know that there is at
least one person who puts

personnel and tower opera
tors who tried to guide him
to safety. How sad that he
couldn’t find that guidance
earlier in his life, someone
to turn to for direction.
Someone who could give
him the sense of peace and
purpose that comes from
knowing you are being
watched and cared for by
someone who loves you.

plan.
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Towards The Creation Of An Institute Of
The Black World—------------- ~
~
by Ron Daniels
The State of the Black
World Conference which
was convened in Atlanta is
now history. It was one of
the most powerful gather
ings of people of African
descent in the last half cen
tury. It was like a spiritual,,
cultural
and
political
reunion and revival which
informed, educated, en
couraged, inspired and
energized the participants
to be about the business of
being “of the race and for
the race.” The positive
vibrations from the confer
ence are still reverberating
across the global Black
community and people are
asking how do we contin
ue, what do we do next,
where do we go from here?
As the Convener of
SOBWC, I feel a special
historical responsibility to
answer these questions. We
must find a way to capture
the enthusiasm, energy and
momentum generated at
the conference to create a
permanent
mechanism
which can play an instru
mental role in the liberation
of people of African
descent in the 21st century.
In Atlanta, we called for the

creation of an Institute of
the Black World as the con
tinuations mechanism of
the conference. While I am
not opposed to the creation
of new organizations with
in African communities, I
am convinced that a more
important priority and pro
ject is to structure a mecha
nism and process by which
organizations and individu
als engaged in various
struggles and initiatives to
improve the plight of Black
people can be linked to
each other. An Institute of
the Black World (IBW)
will serve that function and
more.
In the broadest sense,
the mission of IBW will be
to articulate and organize
around a vision of social
transformation and selfdetermination for people of
African descent rooted in
the values and principles
encapsulated in the African
worldview. The struggle
for freedom/liberation must
be based on a commitment
to righteousness and jus
tice, the values of coopera
tion and community (we,
us and our as opposed to
me, myself and I), mutual
obligation and responsible,

sharing and caring and the
eradication of hunger,
poverty, disease and all
conditions which maim the
human spirit. As a matter of
principle, our liberation as
a people must be grounded
in African humanism, the
commitment to uplift the
masses of our people and
all of oppressed humanity.
The objective of the strug
gle to acquire and maintain
power, to reconstruct our
communities, to build via
ble and vital nations, to cre
ate greater unity among
people of African descent
must be to transform our
condition as oppressed
people inspired by the
vision of a new, nonexploitative, social order societies which seek to
enable and empower all the
people, women and men,
the masses, to fulfill their
potential, their dreams and
destiny! IBW will help us
achieve this mission.
People of African des
cent need an institute that
has the capacity and will
ingness to analyze, critique
and formulate public policy
from essive African per
spective (based on the val
ues and principles outlined

above). We must be able to
disseminate vital informa
tion to our people in vari
ous forms that will assist us
to promote and defend our
interests and aspirations.
We need to provide leader
ship and skill development
training , to improve the
capacity of individuals and
organizations to organize in
their communities, devise
and implement projects and
more effectively engage the
struggle for freedom/liber
ation. We need a structure
which can provide techni
cal assistance to organizations and communities that
need help with specific
projects and initiatives
and/or with developing
overall strategies for local
empowerment.
People of African des
cent also need an institute
which is a resource center
and facilitative mechanism
designed to promote people
to people, movement to
movement, organization to
organization and institution
to institution networking
and information exchange.
The disparate and discon
nected elements of the
“movement” must be con
nected at all levels so that a

sharing of experiences and
cross fertilization of ideas
can occur. This kind of
linking up at the grassroots
and community level can
be the most empowering
process within the Black
Freedom Struggle. If done
correctly, it will help ordi
nary people to discover the
power within themselves. It
will lead to an understand
ing that every person has
something to offer to the
process of liberation, that
each of us must make our
contribution to the collec
tive process of liberation,
that “we are the leaders
we’ve been looking for.”
Not every Black face
will share this mission and
prescription of the mecha
nisms and processes which
are required to move the
race forward. We must face
the fact that some people of
African descent have
become comfortable with
the status-quo and others
simply lack the vision and
courage to confront the
systems of white suprema
cy which oppress the mass
es of our people. Hence the
challenge for the organizers
of SOBWC is to create
IBW as a vehicle which can

galvanize the greatest num
ber of people of African
descent who are committed
to a new and more promis
ing future for our people; a
future based on the com
mitment to more just and
humane societies on this
planet; a future which will
only be secured through a
relentless struggle ad
vanced by a determined
multitude of people of
African descent with their
minds “stayed on free
dom.”
This is the crucial mis
sion which we undertake as
the outcome of SOBWC.
The success of this enter
prise, however, will very
much depend on the will
ingness of those who
attended the conference
(and those who wanted to
attend and could not) to
seize the moment to make
history.

“Wb hold these
truths to be
sell-evident
that all men
are created
equal...”

The Rev. Dr.
Marlin Luther
King, Jr.
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS
The Bucs Fire Dungy
in a statement, "This was a

ty in the league and it's

reported on, sticking by his

most

something I hold dear to

choices in offensive coor

Tony has done great things

my heart. I'm at a loss for

dinators and his philoso

for our football team and

words."

In the end, Dungy may

phy on defense vs. offense.

our community." Glazier

remembered for how he

have been a victim of his

One occasion when this

also said, "It has been a

pulled this franchise from

taking over is the belief

orivilege to work with not

the ashes. He made it into

that general manager Rich

only

Dungy . the

something, and made a

McKay will also leave the

coach, but Tony Dungy the

bunch of players into spe

Bucs.

man."

cial players."

to the playoffs 4 of out 6

to his staff has been well

Giants, New York Jets, and

seasons, and won their first

New

NFC Title in 18 years back

coached

the New York

England

Patriots,

winning 2 Super Bowls

in 1999.

with the Giants. One of the
lurking fears of Parcells

Under
Tampa

Barry A. Me Intosh

Dungy,

Bay

difficult

Tony

decision.

Pro.

Buccaneers

Bowl

safety

John

his family go from here? In

look

his own words, he doesn’t

became one of the most,
respected

the

upon it in terms of what he

know, but clearly he, his
wife Lauren, 17 year old

in

"You

NFL, a far cry from their

meant to our organization

Late

pre-Dungy existence. They

and to me, and that's a

Tiara, 15 year old James,

Monday, under the cover

were recognized with 18

great deal. As a coach he

and 10 year old Eric have

of darkness, The Tampa

Pro

appearances

has brought a tremendous

made their mark on this

Bay Buccaneers fired their

before Dungy, amassing 35

amount of respect to the

community. His loyalty to

most successful and win-

since 1996. The record of

franchise. More important

this area was again evident

ningest coach in their his

the Bucs before Dungy’s

ly is the contribution he

when he said,

tory. According to news

emergence in 1996 was 94

made to a number of play

know if my life in this

reports, Dungy said there

Wins,.213 Losses, 1 Tie.

ers by making them better

community is over." With

was no discussion. He was

Since the 1996 season, the

own success, and his loyal

was vividly evident was at

men. There are few people

the many vacancies in the

•just called in and told of

Bucs have had 54 wins and

ty

Under

the very beginning of his

I admire more than coach

NFL this year, it is fully

The

42 losses, averaging 9 wins

Dungy."

expected that he will be

announcement came just

standably so, Tampa Bay
fans, and The Bucs’ own

coaching career with the

per season. In comparison,

SPORTS
TAMPA

the

-

decision.

hours

after

a

Bowl

Tony Dungy
to

his

staff.

Cornerback

Bucs in 1996. When The

Barber,

first

Ronde
time

positions. Speculators say

they averaged 4.7 wins for

ers may have wanted more.

Bucs first won for Dungy

spokesman said Dungy's

the previous 20 years. The

With expectations so high,

after losing the first five

Bowler, who had a break

that Indianapolis is at the
top of the list.

Bucs had not had a win

anything short of the Super

games,

a

mined until the coach met

ning season in

13 years

Bowl was probably unac

coaching staff, we never

"He gave me an opportuni

Tuesday with general man

before Dungy

appeared.

ceptable. Warren Sapp, the

hit the panic button. We

ager Rich McKay and the

He responded by making

highly

All-Pro

kept telling our guys that

sons of owner Malcolm

them a Super Bowl con

defensive end of the Bucs

we were close to winning

Glazer. Dungy and his en

tender in just three seasons.

tire offensive staff was dis

In the 20 years before

missed.
Several media analysts

talented

he

said,

"as

beginning of the season

system was-going to work

1985-86 Leeman Bennett

4-28
19-41-0

Dungy arrived, the Bucs

that there was no excuse

and produce wins." And

1987-90 Ray Perkins*

won

for the Bucs not winning it

that they did, winning 15

1990-91

of their next 23 games.

1992-95 Sam Wyche

23-41-0.

1996-01 Tony Dungy

54-42-0

10 or more games

have predicted that Bill

once, while making the

all. So despite the ire and

Parcells will replace the

playoffs three times. With

angst felt by many Bucs

Dungy, they reached

10

fans, it doesn’t come as a

has been

games three times, made it

surprise. Dungy’s loyalty

throughout the season said

popular and

well

liked

Dungy. Parcells previously

45-91-1

some games and that our

at

Malcolm Glazier, who
notably

• Rev. Al Sharpton to speak at USF’s M.
L. King, Jr. Celebration, Thursday,
January 17th, 7:00 p.m., in the Special
Events Center, Tampa Campus.
• Free Sickle Cell Anemia Informational
Seminar, Saturday, January 19th, 12:00
Noon -3:00 p.m., The Wellness Center,
1327 Ninth St. South.

Record

Coach

Years

the

said

Fiysnis;

TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS COACHING HISTORY

1976-84 John McKay

essentially

Upoornlrttj

offered one of those open

team

status wouldn't be deter

tP’ies.znti....

iSi
COMMUNITY
IRS. BILLBOARD

"I don’t

Pro

out year, said of Dungy,

■MM|

be

Lynch

teams

said.

should

Where does Dungy and

"It's a disappointment,"

The

"He

Richard Williamson

4-15

• MLK Jr. Leadership & Awards
Breakfast, Monday, January 21st, 7:30
a.m., The St. Pete Coliseum, 535 Fourth
Ave. North.

silent
* released after 13 games in ’ 90 season

Mayyy (Birthday (Dr. King!

Rev. Al Sharpton To Speak At USF’s

MLK Jr. Celebration
TAMPA
The
Reverend Al Sharpton will
be the featured speaker at
the University of South
Florida’s Martin Luther
King, Jr. Celebration on
January 17 at 7 p.m. in the
Special Events Center on
the Tampa campus. The
event is free and open to
the public. <
The theme for this
year’s event is “MLK
2002: Lighting the Way for
Peace.” The week long cel
ebration, which part of the
Tampa Black Heritage
Festival, will feature sever
al events, including a
social justice luncheon and
the play, “Anthology of
Gospel Music”.
Sharpton, whom Time
magazine calls one of the
most important black lead
ers in the city of New York,
recently announced his
plan to run for the
Democratic presidential
nomination in 2004.
Sharpton is the presi
dent and founder of the
National Action Network.
The organization’s mission
is “to combat racial and
civil rights violations, fight
for progressive, peoplebased social policies by
providing extensive voter
education and registration
campaigns, economic sup
port for small community
businesses and confronting

ried

to

singer

Kathy

Jordan. The couple has two

For more Information about Community
Billboard, call us at (727) 896-2922

daughters-Dominique and

Ashley

and

in

The Martin Luther King, Jr.
Commemorative Commission

Brooklyn.

The Diabetes Connection
Front Porch Community

16th Annual Leadership and Awards Breakfast

DIPPER Program

partnering with the

1621 16th Street South

National Council Negro Women
St. Petersburg Metropolitan Section

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

LEARN TO MANAGE
YOUR DIABETES

These Basic Guidelines I
are for diabetes care as outlined in the Florida Diabetes Medical
Practice Guidelines. Discuss these issues with your diabetes care
provider and use this card to record your results.
FOR MORE INFORMATION

1 -800-DIABETES

VISITS

Florida
Guidelines
Coal

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

DATE:

DATE:

DATE:

DATE:

DATE:

DATE:

DATE:

DATE:

DATE:

DATE;

DATE;

DATE;

80-120

Barbara Manzi
KevdS(t^p|aker

Review blood sugar
records [every visit]

<r

before
meals

remove
shoes S'

Foot Exam
, [every visit]

socks

check with
your doctor WEIGHT:

WEJCWT:

WEIGHT: WEIGHT:

Weight [before meals]

JBkeakfast at*7:30\
r.f January 21, 2002
Rev|M.!' Mason Walker
:s
Chairman,'
MLlK Commemorative,
Hfil Commission
. |

*X

The St. Petersburg COliseum"; 1 k I
1535.4th Avenue N., St. Petersburg, FLu
z b

I (Exit 1-375 on the left)

‘

;

Blood Pressure
[every visit]

For information contact:
Mary Clowers - St. Petersburg (727) 864-3568

DATE:

DATE:

DATE:

DATE:

VALUE:

VALUE:

DATE:

DATE:

DATE:

DATE:

VALUE:

VALUE:

VALUE:

VALUE:

VALUE: VALUE:

less than

HbAlc: Blood sugar
test 4 times each year

Microalbuminuria:
Urine kidney test
[every year]

jB lark JFarts

130/80

TESIIEr

¥

racism.”
Rev. Sharpton is mar-

On January 01,
1997, Kofi Annan
of Ghana became
the first black sec
retary of United
Nations.

live

7%

DATE:
less than

30 mg/
24 hrs

VALUE:

DATE:

<s> <s>
Dilated Eye Exam
[every year]

Diane Speights - St. Petersburg (727) 866-6621
Self-Management
Education within 3
Months of Diagnosis

yearly
updates or
as needed

DATE:

3
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A Weekend of Hope, Encouragement, And Joy!
ST. PETERSBURG — Mystical Moments Enter
Everyone’s Youth United tainment, State Represen
Inc. (E.Y.U.), a non-profit tative Frank Peterman’s
the
N.E.
501(c)(3) youth based campaign,
Exchange
Club
of
St.
organization, had its 2nd
annual Christmas party as Petersburg, Mortgage In
part of a "sobriety holiday vestors Corporation, Veri
weekend," on Saturday, zon, Goodwill, American
December 22. The organi Red Cross, Publix, Smart
zation was founded by Mr. & Final, The Herb House,
Eric Green two years ago, The Meathouse of St. Pete,
and senes anyone regard Emerald City Comics &
less of race or religious Collectibles, Bob Lee’s
Tires, Ad Vantage Signs,
preference.
The weekend started the City of St. Petersburg
Friday December 21 and sanitation department, and
ended Sunday, December about fifty other concerned
23. The Christmas party businesses and volunteers.
took place at Lake Vista With a solid and produc
Community Center and tive track record, E.Y.U. is
was hosted by many depending upon interested
prominent figures in the parties to help fund its pro
community, along with gram, once they see the
over 300 needy kids and content, substance, and
their families. The week results of their work in the
end
began
with
a community. Everyone’s
Community Outreach pro Youth United has now
ject with EYU and partnered with the (IMA)
Phoenix House of Florida Intermediate Ministerial
passing out drug/alcohol & Alliance and The Weekly
crime prevention material Challenger to bring a
with the help of volunteers tremendous learning op
and kids. Traveling to five portunity to our youth,
locations throughout the which includes computer
city they brought aware training, life skills, charac
ness to our residents in ter building, prevention,
hopes of deterring some of and marked ng/entreprethe usiial negative occur neur training. Adults too
rences during the holiday have computer training
season. The locations that available, as well as an
the Outreach took place opportunity to receive a
included Atwater's Cafe home computer. There are
to
teria, Winn Dixie on the also opportunities
become
one
of
E.Y.U.’s
south side, Baywalk, and
the Supercenter Walmart in South Florida "Dream
Travelers" in their music &
Pinellas Park.
Did the Outreach pro arts program.
ject make a difference?
"We hope so," says E.Y.U.
President Eric Green.
Green thanked Phoenix

RBRI

A volunteer serving one of the 350 kids that attended party
Left: Jasmine
Cabrerra belts out a
Christmas song (one of
EYU’s “Dream
Travelers”

Eric Greed presenting a placque to Mike
Gleikman of WLES Radio in memory of Carl
Metcalf, the radio announcer hit by car

33 lark 3Xarts
On January 02,1968,
Cuba Gooding Jr,

Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials - Menders
Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

actor, was born in
Bronx NY.

HAlRATYUAfi
SAM’S BEAUTY SALON

3427 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

3600 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL .
(727) 322-0024 - Cell (727) 542-2189
Shanrecia Scavella, s
EYU ‘Dream Traveler'

Pretty Feet by WW

$1.00 OFF

Petersburg,

the St. Petersburg Police
Department, Thap Organ
ization, and The Weekly
Challenger who Green
says, "has and continues to
cover all our efforts." j On
hand was the continued
support of Coca Cola of St.
Petersburg.
Coca Cola
hired the Powerade Van to
pass out drinks as they
moved through the city.
Bridges of America/Davis
Bradley Center supplied
the manpower as its resi
dents made up over 300
bags that were distributed.
The evening settled
and the preparation began
for the much needed and
anticipated
Christmas
party on Saturday where
the kids in attendance
enjoyed free food, toys,
giveaways, encouraging
speakers, and entertai nment. Entertainment was
provided by E.Y.U.’s
South Florida "Dream
Travelers." "Dream Trav
elers" is a new program of
E.Y.U. that works with tal
ented individuals tp devel
op, expose, and enhance
their chances to fulfill their
dreams of success in the
music industry.
■ There was also a spe
cial dedication in memory
of the late Carl Metcalf, ,a
radio announcer at WKES
91.1 FM who was a long
time friend and volunteer
for Green and the organi
zation. Metcalf was killed
by a motorist in Novem
ber, while riding his bicy
cle to work. A plaque and
words of sympathy and
encouragement were pre
sented to Mike Gleichman,
Manager of the Christian
radio station. Among the
many businesses and
groups that sponsored this
event were: Anointed
Video & Photography,

Zara Johnson

Towanda & Tomika of EYU’s “Dream Travelers”

Atty. Darryl Rouson and Bill Gasperovic

PEDICURE

Monday - Wednesday
Donald R. Collins

w/coupon • Appointment NecessaryJ

Financial Advisor
American Express

Ask for Tony
20 years experience in Hair Care
as Barber and Beautician

Financial Advisors Inc.

3606 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Off: 727.328.2000
Cell: 727.463.7402

An AEFA-associated
financial advisor business

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

Professional Hair Care Products

DESIGNl

Bill Gasperovic (Phoenix House), State Rep. Frank Peterman, City Council
Chairman Rene Flowers, Councilman James Bennett and Atty. Tom
Whiteman (N.E. Exchange Club of St. Petersburg)

You Gw/tofthese ftwfocfcAf These locations;

ESSENTIALS’”

WAVE!
BYDESIQN'

GariXs Hair Affair

Artistic Hair Fashion

Creative-N-Style

321-6802

321-4840

321-9322

Yogi's Hair Studio

328-1900

Salon

Angela's Hair Safari

323-4840
C & C Hair Design
447-3090

Center Stage Unisex Salon

A-Queen Beauty
'

.

327-5241

327-4074
Helen's Beauty Salon

327-5182

Robert's Hair Salon

Emerald City

866-7070

447-4548
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REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

a
I

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

One of the four shifts needed to feed the attendees of the Christmas party

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

E
1

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene

Absolutely delicious!

________________ ?•

MID PENINSULA JEAFOOD
MARKET $ &BTAHBAMT

SCALLOP & SHRIMP
COMBO DINNER
Fried, Grilled, Scampi
or Blackened
9.99

s
!

mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or I
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence

i

the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky

i

328- 8309
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to. 9 EM
Sunday . . . Gene Fishin '

will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of I
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to I
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like

St. Petersburg, FL
327- 8309

numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She

i
I

400 - 49th St South

everything was against

NEED A LAUGH?
KARAOKE!!!
FRIDAYS AT 6:30

me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and. good man
who loves me.

IERE THE LOCALS BUY...............FOR OVER 21 YEARS

■ Hillary Williams

a

i
1

helped and freed from all your troubles?

Don't fail to call or write to her today.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581

11BIB1B1B1B1

House of St

Green says calmly,
"the struggle makes us
stronger because our hearts
and motives are pure."
With the professional and
dedicated people that are
now
involved
with
Everyone’s Youth United,
and its programs and mis
sion, we are in fact "on the
move", making a differ
ence in peoples lives
everyday, especially our
youth! Green adds, "we
will continue to ask that
you keep us in your
prayers as we will keep
you in ours." If you have
any questions or would
like to be a part of this
effort please contact Eric
Green (Founder/CEO) at
(727)824-5443.
.

0
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MLK Parade Vendor Meetings Anniversary Honoring Charlie Byrd
ST. PETERSBURG Scheduled---------------------------------ST. PETERSBURG All vendors interested in
participating
in
the
SCLC’s 23rd Annual MLK
Parade are asked to attend
a Vendor meeting at the
Enoch Davis Center, 1111
18th Avenue South, St.
Petersburg, FL, 33705.

Vendor placement will be
given on a first-come,
first-serve basis.
Meetings are scheduled
for the following dates:
• Thursday, January 17:
6-8 p.m.
• Saturday, January 19:
10 a.m. - 12 noon

St. Petersburg Masonic
Lodge #109 of P.H.A. ded
icated Past Master Charlie
Byrd, now deceased, as one
of their old members
(1940-1998).
The dedication and
Anniversary was a gala
affair. The theme was: “A
Lifelong Commitment”.
Watson Haynes was
Master of Ceremonies. The
Welcome was given by P.
M.Wallace
Salley,
Occasion “Tribute to P.M.
Charlie Byrd” by Watson'
Haynes.
The History of the
Lodge by Ernest Fillyau,
Greetings from the City of
St. Petersburg Councilman
Ernest
Williams,
Invocation and Blessing Walton Barnes, Scripture
by Bro. Tommie Johnson.
Introduction of speaker
was given by her daughter,
Kyesha Flowers. The
speaker
was
Councilwoman Chair, Mrs.

You must be a regis
tered vendor to sell along
the parade. All non-registered vendors will be asked
to shut down.
For additional informa
tion, please call (813) 2070003.

The 22nd Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., Essay Contest To Be
Held At Enoch Davis Center
ST. PETERSBURG The 22nd Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., Essay
Contest will be held at the
Enoch Davis Center on
Friday, January 18,2002 at
7 p.m. The theme for this
years event is: Is it Re
alistic in Today’s Hostile
and Warring Global Soci
ety To Expect Dr. Kings’
Dream to be Fulfilled? Six
finalists chosen from 133
entrants will present their
essays to a panel of judges.
First, second and third
place winners will receive
over $700 in U. S. Savings

Bonds; Others will receive
honorable mention awards.
Ms. Lula Love, Mr. Ray
mond Sanderlin, Sr., and
Mr. Malcolm Lampley,
active members in their
communities, will serve as
judges for the contest. Ms.
Leontyne Middleton, Spe
cial Projects Manager for
the City of St. Petersburg
Midtown Economic De
velopment Department,,
will serve as the evening
moderator.
The Starlight Perform
ing Arts Group, which is
composed of children ages

8 to 14 directed and found
ed by Delores Foster, will
provide
entertainment.
Bryan Forehand, a national
oratorical winner will also
perform.
The essay contest is co
sponsored by the City of
St. Petersburg’s Enoch
Davis Center and the St.
Petersburg Chapter of the
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Commemorative
Com
mittee. The annual event is
free and open to the public.
Refreshments will be
served.

program is sponsoring
“Take A Boy To The
Barbershop.” We are ask
ing men in the community
to take a boy to the barber
shop for a haircut This
simple act of male fellow
ship will have a positive
impact in a child’s life. Too
many boys in our city
never experience this
uniquely male bonding
occasion.

Popoola, Safe Haven
Coordinator, Weed and
Seed at (727) 893-9842 or
Gerald Syrkett, Operation
PAR and Prevention,
Intervention and Treatment
Co-Chair, Weed and Seed,
at (727) 893-5438.
We are asking that our
male volunteers take no
more than two (2) boys for
a haircut at any one time.
The Weed and Seed pro

of

You can sign up for this

gram will pay the cost of

January 21, 2002, the St
Petersburg Weed and Seed

important
community
event by contacting Trudy

the haircut. Men, we need
your participation.

During

the

week

ST. PETERSBURG If you have been complain
ing about the cold weather
recently, you will be able to
get all warmed up on
Saturday, January 26,
2002. Plan to be at Camp
bell Park Recreation Center
at 8:30 a.m. for a morning
filled with hot issues. In
fact, the name of the work
shop is: ‘The Hot Political
And Educational Issues in
2002!”
Deborah Clark, Super
visor of Elections, will lead
off the program and show
you how to use the new
electronic voting machines.
No more chads! No more
uncounted votes!
If you want to use the
voting machines, you have
to be a registered voter.
Corene Collins will tell us
how to conduct a winning
voter registration drive.
Bishop Preston Leon
ard will explain why we
must have single member
districts for the school
board. This issue will be on
the ballot in the fall elec
tions of 2002.
“To Be Bused or Not
To Be Bused!” is not a

TAN Closed For MLK Jr. Day
TAMPA - In observance of
Martin Luther King Jr.,
Day, the Tampa AIDS
Netw'ork (TAN) will be
closed
on
Monday,
January 21, 2002.
TAN’s North Tampa

office, located at Corporate
Square, 7402 North 56th
Street, as well as all satel
lite offices, will be closed
on Monday, January 21,
and will reopen for regular
business on Tuesday,

January 22, 2002.
For more information
about office hours, pro
grams and sendees, con
tact the Tampa AIDS
Network at (813) 914-

TBlark Juris

On January 06, 1832, the New England AntiSlavery Society was organized at the African
Baptist Church on Boston's Beacon Hill.
Pinellas Technical Education Centers

USClM*’

Specialize Also In:
• Sports Massage
• carpal Tunnel
• Fibromyalgia

2000 Chevrolet Metro
was $10995 is $6930

97 Buick LeSabre
was $13995 is $8844

99 Hyundai Elantra
was $10995 is $6975

91 Honda Civic
was $5995 is $3525

97 Merc Sable S/W
was $9995 is $6989

98 Dodge Neon
was $7995
is $4911

96 Pontiac Gran Prix
was $5995
is $3560

Need Help

DAYTON ANDREWS DODGE
LJsa Rhoden
MA34457

Severity of Credit Could Affect Down Payment

QUICK
REFUND

WELCH
Accounting & Tax Service

WANT YOUR MONEY
IN AS LITTLE AS 24
HOURS?

> “Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change”

CARWASH)

(727) 322-2975 • (727) 322-2972 Fax

QU IK LUBE)

> Custom Waxing & Detailing
> We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!
»24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

220 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

2900 18th Avenue South, Suite A

327-1900

DETAILING
CENTER

8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday

SINCE 1958

FULL
. .
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

SAVE *2°°
30 pt. Oil Change &
■ Safety Check
Includes Oil, Filter,

THE
74
! WORKS!
! SAVE $250
| CarWash, Blue Coral
|1000 Tri-Foam Wax System,

I Under Chassis Spray &
! Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,

Lube, Visual Inspect., PLUS “Free Full Servici
Car Wash”

*

1

Armorall Tires, & Air
Freshener

“FRESH ”!
‘N SHINE” «

FULL

71

SERVICE
CAR WASH

SAVE$2°° ! SAVE $1°°
FULL SERVICE
1
Soft Cloth Car
CAR WASH
Polish Wax, Blue

Wash, Vacuum

■

1

Poly Sealant, Air
Freshener, & Wheel-Brite |

!27.99

j

’14.00

Collico Tax Services

Plus Tax • (Reg. $29.99)

Plus Tax • (Reg. $13.50)

Coupon EXPIRES 1/25/02

1

Plus Tax • (Reg. $16.50)

A division of Accommng, Bookkeeping & Taxes by Collico

Coupon EXPIRES 1/25/02

Coupon EXPIRES 1/25/02

And That’s What You Get At Collico

97 Ford Taurus
was $11995 is $7887

VOICE MAIL 458-5330 FAX 328-8869

COLLICO

Business Tax Returns

98 PIymouth B reeze
was $11995 is $7591

GUI FOR PREAPPROVU

- 3727 Central Avenue
LIC. #MM005879

ACCOUNTINGi 8OpKKee.HNRATA?.L?.-?-T.

• Fast 24 Hour Refund
• Accurate Tax Preparation
• Prompt, Professional Service
• Computerized Tax Preparation
• Year-Round Service in the Neighborhood
• Competent Preparation of Complex Personal/

Car Deals

No Application Refused • 1 Day Service

328-7600

901 - 34th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

You The Client Want:

(727)321-0500

1-877-WE APPROVE

NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE

PTEC St. Petersburg Campus

TAX SERVICES

2301 - 34th St. N.

H.T. Wellness & Massage Center
NEUROMUSCULAR MASSAGE

Jackie Thomas, Recruiter for

St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Dayton Andrew Dodge

We

Disadvantaged, 893-2500, ext. 1076

At Lou Brown Realty Offices

r

Must present proof of coverage

* You may qualify for several financial aid packages

Next to Burger King

L-R: Doris Swangles, Abu! K. Ali, Vyrle Davis, Fred
• Tampa Bay Winning Burney, Finn Ellery, Willie Foster & Cliff Burney
Voter Registration Drive
Be Bused or Not To Be Issues ..., and other topics.
• Single Member Dis Bused”..
Other noted officials
tricts for School Board - “A
• Redistricting of the w'ill also be participating in
Must” ..
State Legislative Districts this most important event.
• School Choice - “To and Upcoming Legislative

HMO & PPO Special
$20 Hr. Massage

• Auto Tech
• Medical Assisting - Front Office
• Plumbing
• Air-Conditioning
• Computer Introduction - Evenings Only

St. Petersburg, FL 33711

tromc Voting Machines

Let Us Help You!

Train or Retrain in Several Short Term Classes

3606 Central Avenue, Suite A

Shakespeare phrase but
will be the topic of Jade
Moore. Will our children
be bused as a result of the
Choice Plan? If they are
bused, where will they go?
What about our neighbor
hood schools? Can we
attend them?
“Are We Meeting the
Court Order” is the title for
the session to be led by Ms.
Adelle Jemison, retired
Pinellas County Schools
Assistant Superintendent
for EEOC.
“Choosing a School
Board Candidate” will be
discussed by. Michelle
Ligon Smith who wants us
to select and support a can
didate who can win the
race!
“Who Will Represent
You in the Future?” is
another way of stating the
impact of the legislative
redistricting that w ill begin
with the new legislative
session this month. What
happens in Tallahassee will
impact what happens in St.
Petersburg!
Other workshop titles
are:
• Use of the New Elec-

J Accefct 'K/onlena. (fwtfiettaatitM. & 'P'TP

Offering Workforce Development
Training Courses

Call for information:

Bro. Theodis
Wright

Vera Byrd and W.M.
Eddie Pringle

Committee Plans Winning Political Workshop

“Take A Boy To The Barbershop”
ST. PETERSBURG Did you know that many
African American males in
our community go from
birth to adulthood and
never have the experience
of being taken to the bar
bershop by a man? Think
about it When you visit a
local barbershop in our
city, who do you see? You
see mom with her son or
boys alone.

City Council Chairwoman Rene Flowers,
W.M. Eddie Pringle and City Councilman
Ernest Williams

Seated: Mrs. Brown and Mrs. Hicks
Standing: Mrs. Elizabeth B. Wright, Mrs. Karen
Norman and Mrs. Louneli Britt
tp St.
Rene Flowers. Recognition special service
»
of special guest and thanks Petersburg Masonic #109.
Special recognition was
given by Bro. Theodis C.
Wright,
Chairman. given to the widow of Past
Remarks by W.M. Eddie Master Master Member,
Mrs. Britt, Mrs. Hicks,
Pringle.
Mrs. Byrd accepted the Mrs. Brown, Masonic
Distinguished Service and Lodge, Chapter, Eastern
Contribution Award for her Star, Royal Arch, Sunshine
husband
from
St. Consistory 147, Golden
Circle, Daughter of Isis,
Petersburg Lodge #109.
Awards were also given Heriones of Jericho, and
to Elizabeth B. Wright and Shrine.
Mrs. Karen Narman for

*11.50

|

Interior, Windows
Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed
ll

9.95

(Reg. $10.95)
■

Coupon EXPIRES 1/25/02

- Offering -

JJ
°
FAST REFUND — 24 Hours

ASK ABOUT:
• A TAX
REFUND LOAN
, REFUND
ANTICIPATION

ELECTRONIC FILING -3-4 Weeks

LOAN

No Appointment Necessary During The Week
1601 Sixteenth Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

PHONE: 894-0511 / 823-7910
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday thru Friday 10:00 am to 7:00 pm
Saturday 9:00 am to 2:00 pm ♦ Sunday - By Appointment
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Bridges continued
from Front page.

them to selling drugs and
doing more violent crimes
to support their addictive
habits.
Moreover, the coalition
was formed in the wake of
the 1996 rebellions by
largely Black residents in
south central following the
police shooting death of
teenager Tyron Lewis,
accused of allegedly sell
ing crack cocaine, and the
subsequent acquittal of his
killers.
The rebellions led to
concerted political organiz
ing among veteran political
militants, and new converts
now informed by an under
standing that drug-related
street crime is, more often
than not, rooted in oppres
sive economic and political
conditions.
Much of the support
leading to the center’s
acceptance and foundation
stemmed, in part, from law
enforcement and judicial
officials heeding the call
from Goliath Davis, a
police chief and criminal
justice professor at the
University
of
South
Florida. In numerous meet
ings, he pounded home the
legitimacy and importance
of balancing the prison
model with the medical
model in addressing non
violent crimes tied to drug
and alcohol abuse.
Davis constantly cited
the need in south central
for a secure treatment facil
ity in the neighborhoods
where street crime was
rampant and the caseloads
were preponderant. .
Meanwhile, as resi
dents and activists, led by
the Uhuru Movement, with
new-found support from
then police chief Davis,
beat back efforts by the city
to segregate and enforce
federal-level penalties for
drug-related offenses using
money from the federal
Weed ‘n Seed program
south of Central Avenue,
the coalition was also
forming amid strident calls
for the city’s policy makers
to adopt, enact and empha
size economic develop

depressed, under-served"
areas
of
south
St.
Petersburg, according to
Haynes’ report prepared
for Bridges’ annual meet
ing this week.
The coalition award
also will enable the collab
oration to "operate inde
pendently from Bridges,"
Haynes emphasized in an
interview. "With it, the
coalition will focus on fill
ing in the gaps in cultural
ly-based services, particu
larly
for
AfricanAmericans in south central
St. Petersburg."
Rick Davis, a Danka
Industries executive, and
coalition
chairperson,
could not be reached.
One "critical" area of
concern, said Haynes, is
the lack of programs and
services for young people
who often lament they
have "no where to go and
nothing to do" that is
healthy and positive in
Midtown area.
Coalition partners and
supporters count many
with experience in that
struggle.
For example, coalition
treasurer Iveta MartinBerry, president of the
Campbell
Park
Neighborhood Association,
and the driving force
behind the association’s
successful effort to acquire
a Neighborhood Family
Center, has worked exten
sively with young people
who have consistently
voiced the same concerns
and complaints.
Martin-Berry, Haynes
and Goliath Davis, St.
Petersburg Deputy Mayor
for Midtown, led the sever
al-years drive to develop
the treatment center on St.
Petersburg’s
southside,
where a preponderance of
economically under-devel
oped neighborhoods have
helped produce at least a
generation of young men
and women who used and
abused "illegal" drugs.
Their
medically-chal
lenged status often lead

ment strategies rather than
police
"containment"
focused on curbing illicit
drug use, sales, and the
associated strong-armed
robberies and carjackings.
Coalition partner/supporter Davis, the retired
police chief, soon came to
concur
with
Omali
Yeshitela, chairman of the
African People’s Socialist
Party—a long-time critic
of St. Petersburg’s policing
policies
in
AfricanAmerican communities—
on the premise that drugrelated street-crime is a
function of depressed and
oppressive economic and
political cdnditions among
thousands of Black resi
dents in Midtown.
For
example,
as
Haynes writes in his annu
al report to the Bridges
board, the coalition wants
to find solutions to the
threat of drug abuse and its
related
problems and
socio-economic
issues,
including "poverty, crime
and violence."
The coalition last year
won a two-year community
planning grant of $50,000 a
year from the Juvenile
Welfare Board. Bridges of
America Inc. kicked in
about $60,000 in cash and
in-kind donations of space,
fiscal oversight, and related
operational support to get
the project off the ground.
Now that operational
funds are on the way,
Haynes told the annual
meeting the coalition
expects to run a program
that will demonstrate how
a community, organized
and mobilized for action,
can effectively develop
strategies and program ini
tiatives, and "fill in the
gaps" creating unmet
needs.
The coalition’s project
will result in increased
safety, reduced drug use
and crime, increased treat
ment capacity, and, ulti
mately,
"neighborhood
revitalization and econom
ic
prosperity,"
wrote
Haynes.

Luncheon continued
from Front Page.
Williams, Rhonda Rembert,
Janet Fitzsimmons, Janice
Wiggins, Janet Andrews,
Ethelstine Harris, Teresa
Riggs, Nancy Walker, and
LaLanda Baxter.
Besides the names listed
above, the Black History
Pageant Committee mem
bers also include Peggy M.
Peterman, founder/di rector,
Frank Peterman, Jr., assis
tant
director;
Janice
Hughes, assistant activities
director; Nancy Walker,
fundraising
chairperson,
Mary Stephens, souvenir
booklet chairperson, Rev.
and Mrs. Manuel Sykes,
spiritual advisors, Rev.

lst place finishes and one
2nd,
overall.
On
November 18, Ashley
became the All Around and
Floor
Exercise
State
Champion in the Level 6
State
Championship. lyDuring the month of
Like many Olympic
January, Ashley moved up hopefuls, the Sullivans
to Lex el 7, and has already depend upon community
placed 3rd and 5th in indi and corporate support. If
vidual events, and 7th you would like to con
oxerall while competing at tribute to the dream of two
this new level. She is the very talented local girls,
only African-American to please feel free to give us a
ever represent the Tampa call here at The Weekly
Bay Turners as a State , Challenger, (727) 822Champion,
and
the 8996, or call Anthony
youngest member of their Sullivan directly at 823organization on Level 7. 2759. The total annual
Today, Ashley will be com expenses are $4,970 and
peting in the Lady Luck $6,485 for Natasha and
Invite, an event in Las Ashley, respectively. They
Vegas, Nevada. On March both have their eyes set on
1-3, she will be a partici the 2008 Olympics. The
pant at the Tampa Bay Weekly Challenger invites
Turners (TBT) Invite, at any who can, to, contribute
Bay front Center.
whatever they can to help
When a gymnast reach ing a couple of young
es Level 10, they generally dreamers. And if you hap
are in the company of those pen to catch Natasha and
who receive 4 year college Ashley in action, perhaps
scholarships, says Mr. you too will see their
Sullivan. Another big step dream.
toward
realizing
an

L-R: Kneeling: Ben Jenkins, Jasmine Henderson,
Dierdre Downing-Jackson, Alesia Davenport,
Desiree Roberts, and Danielle Roberts
Clarice Pennington, spiritu
al advisor, Melvina Randall
and Teresa Riggs, artistic
directors, Donald Jackson,
assistant director; Mary
Calloway, Fred Winters and
Nya Brown, coaches.
Alexys Cobb

Free Sickle Cell Anemia
Informational Seminar To Be Held
ST. PETERSBURG The African People’s
Education and Defend
Fund invites everyone to a
Free Sickle Cell Anemia
Informational Seminar on
Saturday, January 19th
from noon to 3 p.m. at the
Wellness Center at 1327
9th Street South (rear) in
St. Petersburg.
The St. Petersburg
Sickle
Cell
Anemia
Association will present an
overview of this condition
that primarily affects
African-Americans.
Sickle cell disease is a
blood disease. Instead of
red blood cells containing
normal hemoglobin, they
contain sickle hemoglobin.
(Hemoglobin carries oxy
gen through the body)
Sickle hemoglobin makes
red blood cells stiff and
sticky. This leads to ane
mia artd blockage of blood
vessels. More AfricanAmericans suffer from this

Olympic dream is making
the Junior Olympic team,
aspiration both girls hold.
Once that goal has been
achieved, the eyes of
Olympic coaches, alxvays
in search of new talent, will
be upon the Sullixan fami

Dream continued

disease than any other
race. Ninety percent of all
sickle cell disease in the
United States occurs in
people of African descent.
One in every twelve
African-Americans
has
sickle cell trait. One in
every
375
AfricanAmerican newborns has
sickle
cell
disease.
Individuals with sickle cell
disease have a life
expectancy of almost 40
years, and physicians
expect that to be much
higher in the next decade
due to recent advances
medical care. Over 50 per
cent of all individuals with
sickle cell disease require a
blood transfusion during
their lifetime, the majority
require multiple transfu
sions.
Many believe that
because people with sickle
trait were more likely to
Survive malaria outbreaks
in Africa than those with

normal hemoglobin, that
the genetically aberrant
hemoglobin evolved as a
protection against malaria,
therefore it is not a disease
that can be a natural pro
tection.
Sickle Cell Anemia
Informational Seminar is
one of a series of monthly
health and fitness seminars
sponsored by the Wellness
Program of the African
People’s Education and
Defense Fund (APEDF) to
promote exercise, proper
nutrition and wellness, and
to address the grave dis
parities in health and
health care for the African
community.
Please call (727), 8212437 for more information
or to volunteer. “A Healthy
African .Community is
Good For Every Body!”

THERE IS OHLY ONE
RACE IN THIS WORLD THE HUMAN RACE

If You Think You Have
A Good Story or Article
- Please Send It To

The Weekly Challenger
Is your New Year's Resolution
to lose weight?
Hill top Research is

There is a fee for

conducting a research
study to determine the

. You may qualify if you are:

photos not taken by

a Weekly Challenger

•At least 18 years of age,

effectiveness of a diet

in good health

drink on a weight loss

•Overweight

regimen

•Not currently dieting or on
a weight reduction program

I

photographer.
Jl

•Available for 3 visits during

Participants will be paid up to

a 4-week period

$150.00 for completing this study.

•Willing to wear a pedometer
during the study

ALL ARTICLES SUBMITTED MUST BE

HILL TOP RESEARCH, INC.
6699 13th Avenue North

TYPEWRITTEN OR NEATLY PRINTED

Call: 800-874-7550

St. Petersburg, FL. 33710

Car Crash? Injured?

AUTOLASH.COM
Bayfront Center's Mahaffey Theater for the Performing Arts in Downtown .St. Petersburg

Star 16

"The Answers You Need...When You Need Them The Most! ~
For free report by mail call

345-710

FEATURING
DIANE HUGHES:

■MM

r:
'll /to

dl

■

MMMa

I

■

BONESHAKER:

10am-2pm with your adult favorites and
good conversation to guide you through your midday.

IF®®#
I

I
.

5am-10am Total Praise M-F. With the best
in inspirational music, news, weather and the Spoken Word.

■ «bt

OB

>’

UNCLE DAVE MICHAELS:

2pm-6pm music to bring you
home from your work drive has adult music, traffic and inter
views with St. Pete leaders.

|

E-SMOOTH: 6pm-9pm the rookie is laid back with a positive
word for all. Sit back and enjoy the music as you wind cfown

I

from a long day.

24 to 48 hr Tax Refund Loans

■ TONYCHARLES:

9pm-2am take you back home with your
current favorite blues and greatest oldies.

I "The Tax Lady" I
■

I

Fri. Jan. 18- 8 pm, Sat Jan. 19 - 2 & 8 pm, Sun. Jan. 20 - 2 & 7 pm
at Lundy's, 3084 18th Ave. S.

|

. Tax Office Phone: 327-7012 >

L - — ■ — ■ —■ ■ "J

Evening: $49, $39, $29 Matinee: $44, $34, $24
MAI IAFFKY Tm-ATfcR..

727-821-9947
REQUEST LINE 864-1600

Box Office:
(727) 892-5767
Group Sales: (727) 892-5791
ticKGtma&tBr (813) 287-8844
www.matMffeytkeatec.cani

For Advertising Call
Donza Drummond, Sales Manager

Bayfront Center, 400 First St S.
SL Petersburg. H. 33701
www.stpete.org/mahaffey.htm

Serving ‘Tanvpa (Bag Since 1976
Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
2060 - lst Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713
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STATE NEWS
“A Day Out With Thomas” Coming To Florida’s
Orlando & Mount. Dora Railway_______________________
TAVARES - Thomas The
Tank Engine will visit
Florida March 9-17, giving
fans of all ages the oppor
tunity to meet Sir Topham
Hatt’s
“number
one
engine,” and to take a 20
minute ride on board the
train pulled by Thomas,
from Tavares, FL (located
about 45 minutes from
Orlando). Thomas will be
running under the sponsor
ship of the Orlando &
Mount Dora Railway,
which also operates steam
locomotive train trips on a
regular basis. “We are
thrilled to bring the chil
dren of Florida this won
derful opportunity to enjoy
One of their favorite char
acters,” says General
Manager Neil Bagaus.
“This is Florida’s first
visit from Thomas The
Tank Engine, and wherever
he’s gone before his popu
larity has resulted in sold
out trips,” says Bagaus.
“So we are urging our pas
sengers to buy their tickets
now to avoid disappoint
ment.”
Day Out With Thomas
events are an exciting way
for children and their
grown-ups to enter the
world of Thomas &
Friends. They represent an

A Day Out With Thomas is scheduled March 9- 17, 2002 at
Tavares, Florida on the Orlando & Mount Dora Railway. Tickets
available at 352-735-4667 or visit www.mtdoratrain.com.
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You've gotten everything possible
to PROTECT your child from harm...

What's protecting him from your second-hand smoke?

• Second hand smoke contains over 4,000 harmful chemical
compounds, including carbon monoxide, formaldehyde,
ammonia, nickel, zinc, acetone, cholesterol, hydrogen cyanide
and formic acid.

• Second hand smoke causes respiratory problems in children
like asthma, bronchitis and irritation to the eyes, nose & throat
as well as over 3,000 lung cancer deaths annually

• Second hand smoke contributes to more than 6,200 preventable
childhood deaths per year.

A message from

■

/^Florida^X
(

Department

\. of Health y

j

T:I
2D

r1 J
J j

opportunity for kids to take
a ride on board a train
pulled by Thomas, and to
have their picture taken
with Sir Topham Hatt, the
Controller of Thomas’
Railway.
The railway is also
planning a unique day of
entertainment at Wooton
Park in Tavares that will
enrich each rider’s experi
ence. In addition, there will
be a special viewing station
for Thomas & Friends
videos, story time and a
large selection of Thomas
& Friends merchandise.
Trips with Thomas will
operate March 9-17, start
ing each day at 10 a.m.
with departures every 45
minutes until 4 p.m.

Thomas will operate from
Wooton Park. Information
for these special trips is
available at www.mtdoratrain.com by calling (352)
735-4667 (available daily
10 a.m.- 6 p.m.) or by visit
ing the Orlando & Mount
Dora Railway Station in
Mount Dora.
The Orlando & Mount
Dora Railway also operates
The Cannonball — an
authentic train ride into his
tory — which recently
received a new lease on life
with its acquisition by an
operator dedicated to con
tinuing its rich tradition, as
well as expanding its mis
sion to carry passengers
between
the
Orlando
tourist mecca and charm-

ing Mount Dora. For now
the Cannonball continues
its short trips from Mount
Dora to Tavares for a taste
of travel in the golden age
of steam railroading. The
Orlando & Mount Dora
Railway also plans to oper
ate regular service from
Orlando to Mount Dora,
providing a day package of
relaxation and fun, starting
early next year.
Service features the
Cannonball’s
authentic
1913 steam locomotive
leading a string of vintage
passenger cars on a onehour round trip, with four
departures, daily (except
Monday), at 11 a.m., 12:40
p.m., 2:20 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Family-friendly fares.

All Cannonball trips
begin and end at the
Cannonball Depot, housed
inside a former Seaboard
Air Line railroad car origi
nally operated in the
famous “Orange Blossom
Special” and located in
downtow n Mount Dora. It
is adjacent to the historic
Atlantic Coast Line Depot,
which now houses the
Chamber of Commerce.
However, Thomas The
Tank Engine will operate
from Tavares, as explained
above.
Regular Cannonball
tickets can be purchased up
to 10 minutes prior to
scheduled departures at the
depot (availability based
on train capacity). Trips

Orlando Marketing Executive Ty
Christian Honored With Lombardo
Fellowship From University Of
Missouri____________________________
ORLANDO, Fla.-The
University of Missouri's
School
of
Communications
has
named Ty Christian, presi
dent and managing partner
of Yesawich, Pepperdine &
Brown/Christian, Orlando,
Fla. with the Lombardo
Communication Executive
in Residence Fellow. Mr.
Christian
is
1977
University of Missouri
graduate, where he also
played collegiate football.
He has also performed
graduate work at Yale
University.
The Lombardo endow
ment provides support for
an Executive in Residence
who brings "real world"
business experiences to the
classroom by actively
interacting with students.
Participating communica
tions executives share their
expertise and experience
with communications stu
dents, and give advice
about career preparation
and advancement in the
communications industry.
Philip Lombardo, CEO of
Citadel Communications
Company, Bronxville, NY,
established the Lombardo
Communication Executive
in Residence Endowment
at the University of
Missouri in 2000.
"We are extremely
honored and most appre
ciative that a celebrated
professional such as Ty

Christian is able to share
his professional experience
with our students," said Dr.
Pam Benoit, Chair of the
School
of
Communications.
"Students have responded
very positively to his lec
tures and classroom partic
ipation. He has provided
them an engaging view of
the inner workings of the
communications and mar
keting industry."
Christian is a market
ing and sales executive
with over 30 years of
diverse marketing experi
ence in the cable televi
sion, telephone and adver
tising industries. He has
worked in several market
ing management positions
with such industry leaders
as
GTE,
J.
Walter
Thompson, Times Mirror,
Westinghouse, Financial
News
Network
and
Cablevision Industries.
Christian also has
served
as
Associate
Publisher and Co-Founder
of Black Family Today
Magazine, Florida's only
Afro-centric family based
magazine and AfricanAmerican
Parent,
a
lifestyle magazine for
black families in metro
Detroit. He is the recipient
of many communications
awards including "Addies"
from
the
American
Advertising Federation,
Cable Marketing's CTAM

Ty Christian
Awards,
PRAME's
Distinguish
Marketing
Person of the Year, GTE's
$100,000
Club,
The
Disney
Channel's
Marketing Person of the
Year Award, Home Box
Office's Promotional and
Marketing Award, the
International Association
of
Business
Communicator's Bronze
Quill,
International
Television Association's
Golden Palm Award, the
City of Orlando's Diversity
Vision
Award
and
Parenting Publications of
America's
Excellence

Award for Outstanding
Publication. He is the PastPresident of the Orlando
Advertising Federation,
which serves over 450
advertising executives and
professionals, a past com
mittee chair for the
American
Advertising
Federation's
Fourth
District, which includes
Florida and the Caribbean.
Christian is currently
active as a board member
for the Orlando Humane
Society and The University
of Missouri's School of Art
& Science Strategic Board.

St. Paul Job Training Program Off To
Fast Start_______________ ____________
JACKSONVILLE St.
Paul
Community
Empowerment
Center,
3738
Winton
Drive,
announced on January' 7
the aw'ard of a $1.9 million
grant from the State of
Florida’s Toolkit For
Economic Development.
Since that time, the Center
has been overwhelmed
with nearly 200 telephone
calls and personal visits to
the Center requesting
information
about
enrolling in the job training

program.
“The announcement
enlightened interested can
didates about Project
Toolkit For Economic
Development. There are
sev feral components in this
program, all leading to
employment in the con
struction trade for qualify
ing students,” sard Dr. John
E. Guns, CEO of St. Paul
Community
Empowerment Center and
senior pastor of St. Paul
Missionary
Baptist

Church. “We are negotiat
ing with the Jacksonville
Shipyards with the purpose
of forging a partnership
that will create more than
100
jobs
for
East
Jacksonville residents at
the Shipyards construction
site. In addition, the skills
they learn will most likely
help them obtain jobs in
various construction phas
es
in
the
Better
Jacksonville Plan,” Guns
said.
Applications are avail

able at the North Florida
Association of Minority
5923
Contractors,
Norwood
Avenue,
Information
can
be
obtained by calling 3538080.
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NATIONAL NEWS
NAACP’s Kweisi Mfume Named
Spokesperson For HIV/AIDS
Awareness Day
WASHINGTON, DC The leader of the nation’s
oldest and largest civil
rights organization has
been
named
as
a
spokesperson for raising
awareness
about
the
HIV/AIDS epidemic in the
African-American commu
nity. Kweisi Mfume, presi
dent and CEO of the
National Association for
the
Advancement
of
Colored People (NAACP)
will endorse and help pub
licize February 7, 2002 as
National Black HIV/AIDS
Awareness Day.
February 7, 2002 will
be the second annual
observance of National
Black
HIV/AIDS
Awareness Day, a nation
wide community mobiliza
tion effort to emphasize the
HIV/AIDS
“State
of
Emergency”
among
African-Americans. The
objectives of National
Black HIV/AIDS Day are
to encourage individuals to
get
educated
about
HIV/AIDS, to get tested
and to get involved in
advocating
for
the,
resources to fight the dis
ease.
National
Black
HIV/AIDS Awareness Day
will target 14 major cities;
Atlanta, Baltimore, Dallas,
Detroit, Chicago, Houston,
Los Angeles, Miami, New

Voting continued
from Front Page.
an
August
26,2001,
Washington Post article:
"One person, one vote' is
the gold standard for
democracy all over the
world. The constitutions of
at least 135
nations-from Angola and
Argentina to Zambia and
Zimbabwe—explicitly
guarantee the right of the
people to vote and to be
represented at all levels of
their governments. But our
constitutional
silence
leaves us in the company
of Azerbaijan, Indonesia,
Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Libya,
Pakistan, Singapore. . .
allof which leave voting
rights out of their constitu
tions."
'The
Rehnquist
Supreme • Court granted
chads "equal protection"
under the Fourteenth
Amendment (quitea shock
er for this court to rfely on
the
Fourteenth
Amendment for anything),
but made it clear that the
American voter has no
inalienable right to vote.
(Compare this to Attorney
General John Ashcroft's
repeated public statements
that the Constitution grants
individual Americans the
right to a gun. Thus,
many Americans believe
they have a constitutional
right to a gun, but are
unaware they have no con
stitutional right to vote.)
We need to amend our
Constitution because it
was originally designed to
allow only white male
property owners to vote.

Orleans,
New
York,
“The fight for equity
Oakland,
Philadelphia, and equality for AfricanRaleigh-Durham
and Americans include health
Washington,
DC. care, “ Mfume says. “The
Community-based organi NAACP is committed to
zations in each of the 14 mobilizing our people to
target cities will organize fight the HIV/AIDS epi
events such as press con demic in the Black com
ferences, town meetings munity,” Mfume declares.
National
Black
and rallies to bring atten
tion to the seriousness of HIV/AIDS Awareness Day
the HIV/AIDS epidemic is a project of the
Capacity
among African-Americans. Community
Coalition
Additionally, free HIV Building
testing will be offered on (CCBC) - a coalition of
organizations
February 7 at designated national
sites in each of the 14 funded by the Centers for
Disease Control (CDC)
cities.
the National
Kweisi Mfume joins an through
impressive list of Black Minority AIDS Initiative to
leaders who have also provide capacity building
signed on as National assistance to community.Black
HIV/AIDS based organizations and
Awareness Day spokesper stakeholders involved in
sons, including radio show HIV/AIDS prevention. The
hosts Tom Joyner and members of the CCBC are
Congresswoman Maxine Concerned Black Men,
Waters. As a spokesperson, Inc;
Health
Watch
Mfume will publicize Information and Promotion
National Black HIV/AIDS Service; Mississippi Urban
Awareness Day through Research Center; National
personal
appearances, Black Alcoholism and
media interviews, and pub Addictions Council; and
lic service announcements. the
National
Black
Support for an important Leadership Commission
health initiative such as on AIDS, Inc.
National Black HIV/AIDS
Awareness Day is in keep
ing with the NAACP’s
mission of protecting and
enhancing civil rights for
African-Americans and
other minorities.

We need a right to vote grassroots movement in
amendment because, in order to improve America.
Bush v. Gore, the Supreme Well,
constitutional
Court looked at the amendments require twoConstitution's Fourteenth, thirds of the US House and
Fifteenth, Nineteenth and Senate, and three-quarters
Twenty-sixth
amend of the state legislatures.
ments- then looked at the Only^STfextremely broad
Tenth Amendment through based grassroots move
the eyes of astrict con- ment can add an amend
structionist—and conclud ment to our Constitution.
ed: Since there is no right Yet no aspiring national
to vote in the US Democratic leader, nor the
Constitution, what does Democratic Party itself—
the state statute say? The despite having the White
state statute said Katherine House stolen away-looks
Harris is in charge of the prepared to lead the nation
election, and there was a beyond Jefferson's rhetoric
time deadline of December on this most fundamental
12 to count the votes. So, issue in a democracy-the
unless all the votes can be right to vote.
But there may be some
counted in the next two
hope and alight at the end
hours, Bush js President.
Under the assumptions of the tunnel. Nothing
of Jeffersonian democracy seems to bring about vot
and the constraints of the ing amendments quite like
Tenth
Amendment, ■•a ■WkrisYfte'VCivil War
Congress has not been broughtu$ s the Fifteenth
given the power by the Amehdnient. World War I
people to make voting a resulted in the Nineteenth
reality for every American. Amendment. And the
The Democratic Party- Vietnam War gav e us the
caught between the vice of Twenty vsixthAmendment.
this Jeffersonian tradition Terrorism" on the' World
Trade Center and anthrax
of limited government and
states' rights, and a frus in our mail have been
trated base of African- described by President
Americans and Jewish vot Bush and others as an
ers who were politically attack on our freedom and
disenfranchised in Florida- democracy. Thus, the War
-offers only legislative on terrorism may give us
reform programs and block the opportunity to both
grants to states that respect appreciate and critique our
the Tenth Amendment. democracy/ ; including
Thus, its base constituen adding its biggest missing
cies will remain agitated piece—a Twenty-eighth
to
our
and American democracy Amendment
will remain profoundly Constitution granting us
the explicit fundamental
flawed.
Democrats proclaim right to vote.
they want a broad-based,
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Library Journal’s “Best Books Of 2001” Remembering Jim Crow------------------------NEW YORK - The
New Press is proud to pres
ent one of Library Journal's
"Best Books of 2001 ",
Remembering Jim Crow,
just in time for Black
History Month. This land
mark book-and-CD set is
the most extensive oral his
tory ever collected of
African-American life in
the racially segregated
South, with more than
1,200 interviews providing
priceless documentation of
a period in American histo
ry that is rapidly fading

from living memory.
Remembering
Jim
Crow captures the voices
of men and women from all
walks of life as they tell
how' the most ordinary
activities were subjected to
methodical and unrelenting
racial oppression under the
Jim Crow laws of the seg
regation-era South. At the
same time, their stories
reveal
how
black
Southerners fought back
against the system, raising
children, building churches
and schools, running busi-

nesses, and struggling for
respect in a society that
denied them the most basic
righty of American citizen
ship.
One interview subject,
Stine George, tells of sleep
ing in the woods so as not
to have to cross a bridge
where whites were loiter
ing, and of w hites burning
down his family home,
killing his sister and broth
er. Cleaster Mitchell, still
proud of her bravery,
recalls putting a white man
in his place when he sexu-

ally harassed her: "So if
you would hang the black
man about doing it, you
think I'm going to let you
do it to me?" Arthur Searles
describes needing a pass
from the sheriff to travel
through Georgia, because,
"if he doesn't issue you one
and any of the white folks
beat you up, you're just a
beat-up nigger".
A sequel to the highly
regarded book and tape set
Remembering
Slavery
(1998), Remembering Jim
Crow marks the collabora

tion of three distinguished
organizations. The New
Press, which guided the
book
to
completion,
American' RadioWorks,
who produced the one-hour
documentary on the project
airing on National Public
Radio stations nationwide,
and the Behind the Veil
Project at Duke University
that conducted and assem
bled the interviews
For more information
please call (212) 629-8802.
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WOMAN’S WORLD

Happy Birthday
Dr. King

Sisters! Sisters! Sisters!
ST. PETERSBURG St. Anthony’s
Health
Care is in its second year
of implementation for the
Sisters For Breast Health
Program (SFBH) an inno
vative community based
program which provides
education and raises the
awareness of the impor
tance of mammography
to
African-American
women, 40+ and residing
in south St. Petersburg.
SFBH has been recog
nized on the state and
national level as a model
program addressing a
major health disparity
facing African-American
women. Maria ScruggsWeston attributes the suc
cess of this program to
African-American women
recognizing the impor

tance of taking care of
themselves.
To
date,
approximately 800 Sisters
have attended these sup
portive and educational
opportunities to learn
about the importance of
good breast health, which
includes: monthly self
breast examinations, clin
ical breast examinations
by a health care profes
sional and yearly mam
mograms by the time a
woman is 40 years old.
“While African-Amer
ican women have a lower
incidence of breast cancer
African-American women
are twice as likely to die
from the disease says
Karen McGough, nurse
practitioner
for
the
SFBH. This is in large
part due to the late

(727) 895-2448
will make it their busi
ness to help us reach our
goal of hosting 110 par
ties by July 2002.”
St. Anthony’s makes
it real easy to host a
party. Here’s all you do:
• Provide the Sistah
Facilitator with names
and addresses for your
guests.
• Prepare a light
snack.
• Remind the sisters
that attend your party and
who need mammograms
to schedule them.
As an incentive for
hosting the party the
hostess will receive a
beautiful
basket with
loads
of
goodies.
Depending on the number
of guests that follow-up
with mammograms will

result in additional incen
tives, which includes a
jewelry gift set.
St. Anthony’s will:
• Send invitations to
your guests.
• Pay you a stipend
to buy the food.
• Facilitate the party.
• Send reminder cards
to your guests that need
mammograms.
• Coordinate mammo
grams for individuals
who can’t afford them.
• Conduct mammo
grams,
including
Saturdays.
If interested in host
ing a Sistah Party all you
have to do is call 8251056!

Marva Dennard Receives MLKing
Education Award

ization in the world, and
Pastor of White Rock
Baptist
Church
in
Philadelphia, PA.
Last year we had a
record turnout for this
event in Pensacola, FL.
This year we are expect
ing over 400 people in
attendance in Pensacola,
FL and 300 people in
Tampa, FL.
The public is invited
to attend this awards
reception.

stages in which AfricanAmerican women are
diagnosed.”
The SFBH provides
the opportunity to gather
in an informal setting and
obtain valuable informa
tion, which could save
their life, or someone
else’s life said ScruggsWeston. According to
evaluation forms complet
ed by Sisters attending
the parties, they enjoy
the SFBH for the follow
ing reasons: 1) The atten
tion paid to the quality
of the program. 2) The
Sisters feel relaxed in the
comfort of their homes,
churches or community
centers
fellowshipping
and sharing concerns
regarding breast cancer
with their friends and

ST. PETERSBURG Congratulations goes out
to Marva Dennard for
being the recipient for
the “Martin Luther King,
Jr. Education Award”.
Ms. Dennard was
chosen for this award
because of her dedication
for quality education for
all children. Because of
your
diligence
and
accomplishments we con
gratulate you again.
During

our

families. 3) More impor
tantly the Sisters feel the
parties provide informa
tion which is useful in
helping save lives.
This year an added
addition to the SFBH is
the hiring of five Sistah
Facilitators. These women
will make it possible to
spread the importance of
mammography and good
breast health to more
women. These women
are Vivian Scott, Louise
Mobley, Terri Johnson,
Yvonne Smith and Ruby
Hope. When interviewed
for this story and asked
what she thought of the
SFBH program so far,
Ms. Scott advised “she
finds the SFBH very sat
isfying. She only hopes
women in the community

Annual Dr) Martin Luther
King, Jr. Black Tie
Awards Reception,” Ms.
Dennard will receive her
award. The theme for
this year’s presentation is
“Choice in Education”.
The lst Annual Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Black
Tie
Awards
Reception will be held in
Tampa, FL. The reception
will be held on Friday,
January 18, 2002 from 7

to 8 p.m. and the Awards
Presentation will be held
from 8 - 9:30 p.m., jit
the Crowne Plaza Hotel
&
Resorts,
10221
Princess Palm Avenue,
Exit 52, Interstate 75,
Tampa, FL. Our Keynote
Speaker is Rev. Dr.
William
J.
Shaw,
President of the National
Baptist Convention, USA,
Inc., which is the largest
Black membership organ
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est Wishes to
our« friends on
the occasion of the
holiday honoring Dr
Martin Luther King!
April & Poul Hornsieth
HW. Caldwell Realty
Over 50 Fears ServJnp SI. Ptobrrsburp |

321*1212
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• Weddings

American5
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Company Picnic
Family Reunions

CATERING
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WE WELCOME
YOUR
LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Send Your
Letters to:
The Weekly
Challenger
2500 M.L. King
St. S.
St. Petersburg,
FL 33705

Nominations Open for
Chamber's 4th Annual "Women
of Distinction" Awards
ST. PETERSBURG,
FL - January 10, 2002 - In
conjunction with its Wo
men's Symposium sche
duled for Thursday, March
28, 2002. The Women's
Council of the St. Peters
burg Area Chamber of
Commerce is accepting noni nations for its annual
Women of Distinction atvards. Recognizing two
jutstanding women in busness and volunteerism
who have demonstrated a
asting and positive contrijution, the -deadline for
lominations is 5:00 p.m.

on Friday, February 1,
2002.
Judged by an esteemed
panel of women business
leaders and past honorees,
the Women of Distinction
awards recognize a Bus
iness Woman of the Year
and a Community Service
Woman of the Year. No
minees will have worked or
lived in Pinellas County for
at least one year. No
minations are open to the
community at large. To re
ceive a nomination form,
contact Dianne Caton at the
Chamber, (727) 821-4069.

Presented at the annual
Women ' s Symposium, to
be held this year at the
Renaissance Vinoy Resort,
this marks the fourth year
for the presentation of the
Women of Distinction awards. Designed to recog
nize those women making
a significant impact in our
communities, the nominees
and award winners will
particularly enjoy this
year's keynote speaker,
NBC News Foreign Cor
respondent Andrea Mitch
ell.

ENCOURAGE SISTERS TO SHARE CONCERNS
ABOUT MAMMOGRAMS AND MONTHLY
SELF BREAST-EXAMS

FAMILY EYE CARE
DR. DEBORAH FLANAGAN
BOARD CERTIFIED
OPTOMETRIC PHYSICIAN
■ Eye Examinations
■ Eye Diseases
■ Contact Lenses
■ Children's Vision
■ Vision Nutrition Therapy

MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN SISTERS’ LIVES BY
ENCOURAGING THEM TO HAVE A
MAMMOGRAM TODAY.

will Ire

”A Personal Touch from Carirtg Professionals"

We accept or match most
Insurance Vision Care plans.
2914 FIRST AVE. NORTH

9

321-6600

CAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER - VISA - MASTERCARD • GIFT CERTIFICATES

StAnthonyk
HBALTH

CARB

For Information, call Marla Scruggs Weston,
Community Partnership Coordlnator at (727) 825-1056
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’We Shall Overcome'
Lowell was right when he

The following is an excerpt
from the book A Testament
of Hope. The Essential
Writings of Martin Luther
King. Jr.. Chapter 34-"If the
Neuro Wins, Labor Wins".
And as we struggle to
make racial and economic
justice a reality, let us main
tain faith in the future. We
will confront difficulties and
frustrating moments in the
struggle to make justice a
reality, but we must believe
somehow that these prob
lems can be solved.
There is a little song that
we sing in the movement
taking place in the South. It
goes like this, "We shall
overcome. We shall over
come." Deep in my heart I do
believe we shall overcome.
And somehow all over
America we must believe
that we shall overcome and
that these problems can be
solved. They will be solved
before the victoryis won.
Some of us will have to
get scarred up, but we shall
overcome. Before the victory
of justice is a reality, some
may even face physical
death. But if physical death
is the price that some must
pay to free their children and
their brothers from a perma
nent life of psychological
death, then nothing could be
more moral. Before the vic
tory is won more will have to

proclaimed: "Truth forever
on the scaffold, wrong forev
er on the throne, yet that
scaffold sways the future."
And so if we will go out
with this faith and with this
determination to solve these
problems, we will bring into
being that new day and that
new America. When that day
comes, the fears of insecurity
and the doubts clouding our
future will be transformed
into radiant confidence, into
glowing excitement to reach
creative goals and into an
abiding moral balance where
the brotherhood of man will
be undergirded by a secure
and expanding prosperity for
all.
Yes, this will be the day
when all of God's children,
black men and white men,
Jews and Gentiles, Protes
tants and Catholics, will be
able to join hands all over
this nation and sing in the
words of the old Negro spiri
tual: "Free At Last, Free At
Last. Thank God Almighty,
We Are Free At Last!"

We Shall Overcome

and slogan of the civil rights

go to jail. We must be willing

before the victory is won,

called reds and Communists

BROTHERHOOD

but it bends toward justice.

because

to go to jail and transform

some will be misunderstood.

merely because they believe

OF MAN

We shall overcome because

Bryant is right when he says,

the jails from dungeons of

Some will be dismissed as

in economic justice and the

I am convinced that we

Carlyle is right when he

"Truth crushed to earth will

shame to havens of freedom

dangerous

brotherhood of man. But we

shall overcome because the

says,'"No lie can live forev

rise again." We shall over

and

and agitators. Some will be

shall overcome.

arc of the universe is long

er."

come because James Russell

human

dignity.

Yes,

rabble-rousers

Martin Luther King, Jr.’s

largest . civic

to Dr. King on Sunday,

birthday will take place on

parade and a national festi

January .20, 4 p.m., at

Monday,

val of bands highlight a

Trinity United Methodist

beginning at 6 p.m. frbm

series

St.

Church, 2421 Fifth Street

beneath the banyan tree on

celebrating

South, in St. Petersburg.

the

Petersburg

in

January

south

lawn

of

21,

the

Martin Luther King, Jr.’s

About 20 ministers and

Museum of Fine Arts, 255

birthday. The annual cele

religious

Beach Drive NE, in down

bration also features a can

denominations will partici

town

dlelight

pate in this ecumenical reli

Participants will proceed

gious service.

south

vigil

waterfront,

along
an

the

awards

leaders

of

all

St.
along

Petersburg.
Bayshore

interfaith

• The Southern Chris

Drive to Demens Landing

worship service, and local

tian Leadership Conference

waterfront park, at First

high school students recit

(SCLC) will host the 17th

Avenue South and Tampa

ing their winning essays.

Annual

Luther

Bay, where there will be

King, Jr. Festival of Bands

readings, songs and light

on

Sunday, January, 20,

refreshments at the park’s

starting, at 5 p.m. at Florida

gazebo. It’s free, and par

Power Park/Al Lang Field,

ticipants should bring a

breakfast,

an

Here’s the line-up:
. • Local activities begin
with high school students
presenting written essays

Martin

shall

overcome

Cullen

Let’s Do Our Part
To ‘Keep The
Dream Alive!’

/September 1946 - January 1947? / {Atlanta, Ga.}

Worship Service in tribute

of events

We

William

The Purpose of Education ”

Birthday With Six Events
Florida’s

movement.

Dr. Benjamin Spock (left) and Martin Luther King, Jr., leading the 'Spring Mobe' Antiwar March to the United Nations, April 15, 1967

St. Petersburg Celebrates Dr. King’s
ST. PETERSBURG

has

become the unofficial song

flashlight.
For information on tick
et prices please call (727)
328-1769.

This

essay,

written

society. On the one hand it

Education should enable us

sometime during King’s

should discipline the mind

to "weigh and consider," to

:junior year at Morehouse,

for sustained and persistent

discern the true from the

may be an early draft of the

speculation. On the other

false, the relevant from the

article of the same name

hand it should integrate

irrelevant,

published in the Maroon

human life around central,

from the unreal. The first

Tiger

focusing

function

He

suggests

that

ideals.

It is a

and
of

the

real

education,

education should not only

tragedy

that the latter is

therefore, is to teach man

"teach man to think inten

often neglected in our edu

to think intensively. But

sively" but also provide

cational system.

"worthy

objectives upon

which to concentrate."

Education

this is not the whole of
should

equip us with the power to

education.

If

education

stops here it can be the

Uast week we attempt

think effectively and objec

most dangerous force in

ed to discuss the purpose of

tively. To think is one of

society. Some of the great

religion. This week our

the hardest things in the

est criminals in

attention

world, and to think objec

have been men {who} pos

when there was no moral
foundation in society.

moves

toward

society

education. I will attempt to

tively

is still harder. Yet

sessed the power of con

answer the question, what

this is the job of education.

centration and reason, but

is the purpose of educa

Education should cause us

they

had

no

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and Malcolm X,
Capitol Hill, Washington, DC, March 26,1964

morals.

Education

without

morals is like a ship with

to rise beyond the horizon

Perhaps the most danger

out

To my mind, education

of legions of half truth,

ous periods in civilization

wandering nowhere. It is

has a two-fold function in

prejudices and propaganda.

have been those periods

not' enough to have the

tion?

a

compass,

merely

power of concentration,
but we must have worthy
objectives upon which to
concentrate. It is not
enough to know truth, but
we must love truth and sac
rifice for it.

IVI- I>- King Oayy F*arade Route
• The SCLC will present the l7th Annual Martin Luther King, Jr,,Drum Major For Justice Parade on Monday, January 21, starting at 1:15 p.m. The parade route begins at the
Renaissance Vinoy Resort, goes south along Bayshore Drive to Central Avenue, w est to MLKing/ 9th Street South, south to Third Av enue South and disbands into theTropicana Field
parking lot. For more information, call the SCLC at 327-0085 and leave a message. Applications for parade participants are available from Campbell Park Recreation Center, 601
14th Street South, or the Enoch Davis Center, 1111 l8th Avenue South. Contact Campbell Park at (727) 893-7733 or the Davis Center at (727) 893-7134. For vendors, information
and permit costs are available by calling (813) 207-0003.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., accepts Nobel
Prize for Peace in 1964
centered around, the theme,

“Is Dr. King’s Dream Pos
sible in Today’s Warring
and Global Society”. Six
finalists in the 22nd Annual
Martin Luther King, Jr.
High School Student Essay
Contest, will make their
oral
presentations on
Friday, January 18, at 7
p.m., at the Enoch Davis
Center, 1111 18th Avenue
South. Prizes include U.S.
Savings Bonds totaling
$700. The event is free and
open to the public.
• People of all faiths are
welcome to an Interfaith

230 First Street South.
•

The

16th

Annual

. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Leadership Awards Break
fast will be held at the
Coliseum Ballroom, 535
Fourth

Ave.

No.,

on

Monday, January 21, at
7:30

a.m.

The

keynote

speaker w ill be Barbara
Manzi, president and CEO
of

Manzi

Metals,

Inc.,

based in Brooksville, FL.
Proceeds from this event
will be used for scholar
ships.
• The annual Candle
light Vigil

in honor of

Keeping The Dream Alive...
January 15,1939 - April 4,1968

In keeping the legacy alive, the following institutions, businesses
and individuals join the worid in wishing Dr. King a "Hannv Birthday".
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LIC. Retirement Home
Veterans Approved
id
ae
E-

MS»E

On|y

THE VILLA CABANA

Bring in this insert

Concerned ADL To All Residents

Get 10% Off Next

Not A Nursing Home
3100 CENTRAL AVtNUE, ST. PE’E. FLORIDA 037' 3

24 Hour Complex • Nursing Not Offered

o

ASK FOB LBB

o

1856 - 18th Avenue South
St Petersburg, FL 33712

28th Street North
St. Petereburo. Rories 3T1«

Karl J. Nurse

Gandhi/King - Same
Ideals

aiwbtic %

—-''y

I

Tt Takes a Village to Raise a ChilcT — African Proverb

WR8

a

2910 - 54th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
(Near Albertson's Plaza)

(727) 866-6944

4MS 11 rt AKf Swfll

jM7lt

Luther King, Jr.’s Birthday.

Email: 8TLabel@aol.com

SUJtegT MEAT MARKET
Motif

ports the Weekly Challenger and the community in celebration of Martin

Tel 727-572-93' 1
Fax 727-572-8345

ATHWJS

si

grilled peppers & onion?
Clip Id Store CouporrExpires 2/28/02

The Staff and Board of Directors at Happy Workers Children's Center sup

1-800-229-8321

President

Tel. 727-822-6345

/

Purchase!

Keith Young, BS-Admin.
Flo Young - R.N. Ast.

2600 4th St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

BAY TECH/LABEL

HaaS)

f

Smoked Georgia Sausage, served on hoagie roll with

(727)895-1919

(727) 328-1958
OPEN7DAYSS WEEK

,3.2,

ctfbaffg

lZ

920 19th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FI 33712

k.

(727) 894-5337 • Fax (727) 822-2920

\ tnol 31HK5I

\ wow houks. Meuen. mm b iwu So mm a »

E-Mail: happyworkers@combase.com

Pinellas County

Websiteswww.happyworkers.org

Democratic
Executive Committee
Cheryl Long, Chairman

GREATER PINELLAS
DEMOCRATIC CLUB

2150 - 1 st Avenue N.

HONORS

(727) 327-2798

EBONY SCHOLARS

St. Petersburg, FL
FLORIDA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVE FRANK PETERMAN. JR.

DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING
join our Club

H. Morgenstein, pres. 360-3971

McBRIDE

4rcn:.i.s*7:s’c,

for

COLLIC
• Advanced Accounting

Holiday with all; the residents of District 55

1198 62nd

At

enue South

St. Pelcrsburg, Florida 33705
'(727) 552-1370

w ww.mebri de2002. com

• 501(C)(3) Exempt Organization

Representative Frank Peterman, Jr. Would like to celebrate MLK

His prayer is that we all will live by the teachings of
Dr. martin Luther King, Jr.

Governor

• Taxes • Mortgages • Business Plans

DISTRICT 55

■

402 South Monroe Sircei
,

Tallahassee, Florida 32399
488-0925

• Business/Personal Consultants
Paid political advertisement.
Paid for by Ed Helm, approved by McBride Campaign. Democrat.

3606 Central Avenue, Suite A • St, Petersburg, FL 33711

■IHHI

(727) 322-2975 • (727) 322-2972 Fax

St. Pete’s Favorite Rainy Day Pastime

Haslam’s
Book Store
!813) 822-86ih
2025 Central Ave,

The City of St. Petersburg, Florida

Campbell Park Neighborhood
Family Center

COMMITTED TO SEEKING EQUALITY IN

P.O. Box 1008, St. Petersburg, FL 33731

EMPLOYMENT, PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS AND HOUSING

727-894-6880 ® 551-0704 Fax

Community Affairs Department

cpknfamilycenter(d>,aol.com
Working Together Building Strong Families

Human Relations Division/ Community Advocacy Division
Web site:
www.stpete.org

Volunteers Opportunities Available: Tutoring, Mentoring,

St. Petersburg Trostate
Awareness

radio

Support Qroup

Bringing the community a world
of music, news and public affairs.
Bringing the world a community.
1210 East Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33603 813-238-8001 http://wmnf.org

Clarence Scott, III, Director
P.O. Box 2842, St. Petersburg, FL 33731
(727) 893-7345 Fax: (727) 892-5064

Telephone and clerical support and sports team assistants

WMNF Bflffe fm
community

HHHHHii

CPfA

Si Petersburg. FI. 5J/15

Florida's Largest New & Used Bookstore

Committees: Council of Competitive (^ommefee/,-4Qint*j,i^iskitiw <'ommiltcv on the l-.ve.tglades 'Natural Resources and lint iron mental Protectioti. Ju veni,e:Justice
•

Sail Away
Pfcoi

Ji« West
Coordinator
(727) 821-5999

The Community affairs Department strives to eradicate unlawful discrimination in
EMPLOYMENT, HOUSING and PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS through enforce
ment of applicable local, state and federal anti-discrimination laws; and to promote
increased awareness and sensitivity to the issue of illegal discrimination through the
dissemination of public information and educational materials.
The department further serves as a liasion between citizens, advocacy groups commu
nity organizations and government by enhancing the ability of citizens and government
to work together to improve and maintain the highest possible quality of life for the total
community.

.
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Pastor Earnest Jones
and the Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church cordially
invites you to join them in
worship as they observe
the Annual Fellowship of
the
Deacons
and
Deaconesses on Sunday,
January 20, 2002 at 3 p.m.
Reverend David Ward,
Associate Minister at Mt.
Moriah Missionary Baptist
Church will be the guest
speaker.
Sister
Ethel
Lockhart is the president
of the Deaconesses and
Deacon Charlie Jones, is
the chairman of Deacons.
Baptism will be held at
9 a.m. on January 27. All
candidates should present
for the early morning wor
ship. Installation of church
officers will be held during
the 11 a.m. worship serv
ice.
Union
Foreign
Missionary
Baptist
Association Winter Board
Meeting will convene at
the Mt.. Olive Missionary
Baptist Church - Largo, FL
- Friday, January 18 and
19. Services will be held
Friday night at 7 p.m. The

guest church and pastor
will be Reverend Willie
McClendon and Shiloh
Missionary }
Baptist
Church. The alternating
pastor and. church will be
Reverend Earnest Jones
and the Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church. Breakfast
will be served at 9 a.m. on
Saturday with the business
meeting following at 9:30.
Reverend Willie McDaniel
is
the
host
pastor;
Reverend S. N. Lumpkin,
moderator.
Galilee will render
services on January 24 at
7:30 p.m. at True Light
Missionary Baptist Church
in observance of the
church and pastor’s 8th
anniversary. True Light is
located at 3318 - Emerson
Avenue South, Reverend
Charlie Ward, pastor.
All members serving
on the State Convention
Host Planning Committee
should be present on
January 26 at 9 a.m. at the
St.
John
Missionary
Baptist Church - 1500
Pennsylvania Avenue Clearwater, FL. Reverend

Fleming Tarver, pastor and
Headquarters Host for the
upcoming
State
Convention in March.
Congratulations
to
Sister Victoria Lawson
during her retirement.
Sister Lawson retired from
The Weekly Challenger
newspaper after a 34-year
tenure. Best wishes Sister
Lawson from your church
family! Sister Lawson
serves as president of the
church’s Nurses Guild and
is currently seeking new
members to work with her.
All interested should con
tact Sister Lawson.
Condolences
are
extended to the following
families in the recent loss
of loved ones. Brother
Johnny Matthews in the
loss of his son; Sister
Mattie Streeter-Works in
the loss of her sister, Sister
Ruth Lee Streeter of
Alabama; the Thomas
family in the loss of Sister
Willie Mae Thomas and to
Sister Beulah Savage in
the loss of her sister, Sister
Annie Levell.

Start the New Year Right -

Presbyter,

of

ville, FL. He has been a
guest speaker before and
illuminated the congrega
tion. The public is cordial
ly invited to hear Dr. Floyd
Rhodes when he speaks on
“Keep the Faith”.
At

Rev. Dr. Floyd Rhodes
Trinity

United

3 p.m. we will be

entertained by the famous

Pres

Alumni Singers, they will

byterian Church will be

be in full concert. Mrs.

closing their 76th church

Alma Singletary, coordina

Anniversary Sunday, Jan

tor. The

uary 20, 2002, at the 11

invited to hear and be

a.m.

inspired by the Alumni

service

with

the

dynamic Rev. Dr. Floyd

public

is also

ST. PETERSBURG This communication is to
formally invite you to the
Annual Interfaith Worship
Service. This is a collabo

done for you, your family and friends

aNTcIti ^Iftlaiteiplfta

(hammimitu (ftljutxlj

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

Deacon Ministry...................................................................................Deacon Edward Nesbitt
Finance Ministry.............................................................. • .................... .. • • James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry................................................ .. ............................Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry .................................................................................................. .. Wyvonnia McGee
"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School......................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

................... .... 11:00 a.m.

Evening Worship

... 6 p.m.

Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting

\Ne welcome you at all times.

sj

17, 7:30 p.m.. Choir # One
will rehearse. All members
are asked to be present and
on time.
Our prayers goes out to
the Boyd family, and the
Small family during their
hour of sorrow, as well as
other families. Also, our
prayers are for the Taylor’s^
Pastor and Sis. Ludell
Taylor and family during
their time of illness.
Also pray for Pastor
and Sis. Evans that the
Lord will continue to keep
and strengthen them.

■ -ov e !

All Nations Church of God By Faifh
3000 - 4ih A/enue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656
Sunday School....................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ........................................11 a.m.
Night Worship .................
7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class..............................................8p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting ......................8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service...................
8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School................................. 11a.m.

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ
1135 37th Street South, St. Fete, FI
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m, Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship ......................
• • • • -7:45 a.m.
Sunday School ............... ....................... 9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship C.......... ............. 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union............................5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship ..... .Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service . .Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

Come join us at the Church where everyone is 'Welcome!

New Faith
Free Methodist Church

10th Street Church Of God
207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

TdtLMC: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Rev. Clyde Williams

the St. Petersburg Chapter
of the NAACP.
Your initiative in ver
bally announcing and plac
ing on the bulletin board
this event will be highly
appreciated. We are look
ing forward to being chal
lenged to do our part in
making our City a better
place to live, and enjoy a
rich worship and fellow
ship.

■

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290* Church

Sunday School.............. ........................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
........... ................ 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study .... , . . . . .............. ..
. .7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (lst & 3rd Sunday) .... .6:00 p.ity.

Tuesday Night

GOD
BLESS!!

Singers.

rative to keep alive the
legacy of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., who was a
champion for Justice and
racial equality.
The Worship Service
will be held on Sunday,
January 20, 2002 at 4 p.m.
Location will be: Trinity
United Methodist Church,
2401 5th Street South, St.
Petersburg, FL, 33705.
The featured speaker
will be Attorney Darryl
Rouson, Esq. President of

ing the devotion senice.
Minister, L. C. Houston
will minister the Word to
us as per the Holy Spirit.
Sis. Errika Evans,
allowed the Lord to use her
for His glory as the Lord
used her to preach His
Word. We were blessed by
the Word as she received a
standing ovation.
The
youth cheered her on for it
was
Youth
Day
at
Emmanuel as every second
Sunday. We are very proud
of Sis. Errika as she has let
her light shine.
On Thursday, January

C.» « » < ■

Atty. Darryl Rouson - Keynote
Speaker At Interfaith Service

Give Thanks to God for all He has

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

“1 press toward the
mark for the prize of the
high calling of God in
Christ Jesus.” - Philippians
3:14
We, the members of
Emmanuel
Christian
Fellowship
Church,
extends an invitation to
everyone to join in the
worship sen ice with us on
Sunday, January 20, at 9:30
a.m., Sunday school will
begin with Supt. Gloristene
Daniels,
in
charge.
Morning worship service
will begin at 11:15 a.m.,
with the Praise Team lead

Rhodes, Interim Executive

Darryl Rouson

"1

Synod

SouthAtlantic-Jackson-

|

WHEN LIFE KNOCKS YOU TO
YOUR KNEES, YOU’RE IN THE
PERFECT POSITION TO PRAY!

Emmanuel Christian

Trinity United
Presbyterian Church
76th Church
Anniversary_______

Galilee

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School .......................................... 9:30 am
Morning Worship .................................. 11:00 am
Youth Bible Study....................................Wed., 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service . .Wed. 7:00 pm

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.

FIrst Baptist Institutional church

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

Church: 327-8072

Phone: 323-7518

Pastor: Elder Franklin Evans

Rev.

Sunday School
, 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:15a.m.
Bible Study (Monday)
7:00 p.m.
Prayer & New Comers Class
(Wednesday)
6:30p.m.

Morning

Prayer Meeting
Thursday.............................................. 7 p.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend”

>u are hereby invited to fellowship with

Pl

let the one that is thirsty come.1
(Revelation 22:17)

Sunday Worship Service
10:30 A.M.
Sunday School 9:30 A.M.
Bible Study, Tues, 7-8 P.M.

Frank Pierce Community Center
2000 - 7th St. S., Rm. 1

I

lr

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church t

309 - 15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone (727) 893-1 741

"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

Bishop Ronald Moten, Pastor
Alfreda Moten, Co-Pastor

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

i
I
Bishop Ronald Moten and tke Wings of Faith Church Family would
1

lihe to extend to you a personal invitation to worship with us during

Church School................................... 9:00A.M.
New Member Class................. 9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship.............
.10:30 A.M.

i our scheduled times:
I
I

i

Rev. Brian K. Brown

“One weekfrom church makes one weak.

WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER.
s

Jordan at
727-865-7763
7-865-7763 or
888-353-9555,
,88-353-9555.
ext. 2445

- 9:30 a.m.
Worsh(p - 11:00 a.m.

Sunday School

Prayer (Tues. & Thurs.)
11 a.m.-12 p.m.

For
r more infor
information,
ition, contact
Pastor
astor Jerome
& Pastor Kisha

Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Schedule of Services
Church School............... ............ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..........................11a.m.
Baptist Training Union,................................5p.m.
Evening Worship ........................ 6:30 p.m.

Sunday School
9;30 A.M.
M orning Worship & Children's Church 10:45 A.M.
Prayer/Fasting
Intercesso ry Prayer &

Bible Class

Tuesday
Wednesday, 7:30 P.M

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

Prayer / Bible Study . Tuesday 7:00 P.M.
Youth Bible Study . . Thursday 6:00 P.M^J

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR PAPER BY SUPPORTING OUR ADVERTISER!
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Pleasant Grove
Pastor Joseph Gordon
ind the Pleasant Grove
Church family invite you
:o worship with them on
Sunday, January 20. The
Senior Male Chorus will
■ender • song service and
Usher Board No. Three
will serve in the 7 am early
morning worship senice.
Sunday school begins at
?:30
a.m.
with
Superintendent
Deacon
Philip Carter presiding.
Mid-morning
worship
begins at 10:50 a.m. The
Mass Choir will render
song service and Usher
Board No. Three will
serve.
Also in this service, we
ire proud to announce the
ordination of five spirit
Tilled Deacon candidates;
namely, Brothers Michael
Blair, Clifton Coy, Robert
Davis, Haron Sherod and
Rob Stewart. The Rev.
Arthur Smith, Pastor of the
Macedonia
Missionary

Baptist Church of Safety
Harbor will be our guest
preacher. We invite you to
come and witness a biblical
ceremony. Also at 4 p.m,
we will worship at the First
Baptist Church of Bradley
where the Rev. Norris
Martin is pastor. Pastor
Gordon is requesting the
Mass Choir and Usher
Board No. Three to sen e.
A chartered bus will be
available for transporta
tion.,
The
Church
and
Pastor’s
Anniversary
Committee is in process of
planning for the March 1017 Celebration. Sister
Mary Lamar, chairperson;
Sister Cynthia Tomlin and
Brother Rob Steward, cochairpersons.
More information will
be published at a later date.
The Bible Drill Team will
rehearse on Friday , January
18 at 6:30 p.m.; Deacon
Jim Anderson, commander.

Prayer Tower
Brotherhood will meet on
Saturday, January 19 at 8
a.m., Deacon Morris Curry,
president; Also the Youth
Choir will rehearse at 1:30
p.m.
“Black Heritage” Path
to Freedom Bus Tours the
Freedom Trail March 2329; Also, Pleasant Grove
cruises to Alaska June 1119, 2002.
Please see or contact
Sister Kay Curry at (727)
864-2937 after 7 p.m. for
details.
Our deepest sympathy
is
extended
to
the
Mel I s/Fe rg uson,
Gibson/Harrell
and
Whitfield Families in their
bereavement.
Thought for the Week;
“No eye has seen, no ear
has heard, no mind has
conceived what God has
prepared for those who
love
Him.”
lst
Corinthians 2:9 (NIV)

“Cast thy burden upon
the Lord, and He shall sus
tain thee. He shall never
suffer the righteous to be
mov ed.” - Psalm 55:22
Welcome and Holy
Greetings! On behalf of
Supt.
Elder Clarence
Welch and the entire
Prayer Tower family, we
extend to you a warm invi
tation to join us at any of
our Anointed Services,
programs, and up-coming
events. Your support,
prayers, and patronage of
our church is v ery appreci
ated and welcomed. May
God continually Bless and
smile upon you!
It’s Praying Time at
Prayer Tower!
Prayer Tower will hold
its Annual Prayer Revival,
from January 28, 2002 to
February 1, 2002. The
revival will begin at 7:30
p.m. nightly. Supt. Welch
is asking that we fast on
the first 3 days of the
revival. Come out and
make your request known

Moore’s
Rev. James T. Blount
and
Moore’s
Chapel
Church family welcome
you to their services this
3rd Sunday in January. The
20th, 2002 during both 8
a.m. and 11 a.m. services.
Pastor Blount will preach
during both services. 8
a.m., the Mass Choir will
sing, directed and accom
panied by Minister of
Music, Michael Melvin.
11a.m., the Youth Choir
will sing, directed and
accompanied by Minister
of Music, Michael Melvin,
Joye Watkins, Rochelle
and Simona Jones with
Carlos Farley on the
drums. The Stewardess
Board and the Usher Board
will serve. For transporta

tion to church, or Bible
Study please contact the
Transportation Ministry,
Brothers Tony Macon,
328-0022, Willie F. Bryant,
894-6067, or Mose Bell,
906-8525.
Church school will
begin at 9:30 a.m. with
Superintendent Anthony
Macon in charge, assisted
by
Assistant
Superintendent Rev. Ira
Whitson. For transporta
tion please contact the
Transportation Ministry.
Share Food Program please contact Sisters Mae
Jackson-or Margaret Butler
at the church 321-3545.
A tutorial program will
begin at Moore’s Chapel
February 4th. Volunteer

tutors are deeded. Please
contact
Malissa
Daneshpour.
January 19th, Moore’s
Chapels Outreach Ministry
will be feeding the
Homeless at 11 a.m. until 2
p.m. Clothing will also be
available. Please contact
Sister Bridget Keeley,
Outreach
Ministry
Coordinator 321-9273 or
Sister Malissa Daneshpour,
Missionary President 3277402.
Services/Meetings/Events:
12:00 Noon, Wed.,
Noon Day Serv ice.
7 p.m., Wed. Prayer
Service/Bible
Study,
Pastor Blount, teacher.
Youth Choir rehearsal,
Tues., 5:30 p.m. ages (5-

unto the Lord!
Dual’s Day Pageant
2002! Our Annual Dual’s
Day Pageant is just around
the corner, and Prayer
Tower is looking for your'
talent! Be a part of this
Spectacular
Christian
Event. Who? Boys and
girls aged 3-19.
For further information
contact the church or Sis.
Jackson,
Pageant
Coordinator, at 894-5306
or 321-0670.
No need to cook this
Sunday!!
Prayer Tower will have
its Annual Dual’s Day
Church Dinner Sale, spon
sored by the Dual’s Day
Committee. The sale will
take place this Sunday,
January 20, 2002, after
church. For tickets and
more information, contact
Sis. Lucille Herring at
321-0670.
Students, Hold on,
Help is on the way!
The Prayer Tower
Tutorial
Enrichment

Program is underway.
Tutoring is being offered at
the church Monday’s and
Tuesday’s, from 5 p.m.
until 7 p.m. The SAT/ACT
training program will
begin on Saturday, January
26, 2002 until March 23,
2002, from 8 a.m. until 12
noon. Both programs are
closed on holidays. Study
to show thyself approved!
Remembering You in
Prayer!
Prayer Tower, please
remember to pray for our
sick and shut-in members.
We have many members in
the hospital, nursing home,
and are homebound, but
through your fervent and
affectual prayers, God can
raise-up, haul, deliver, and
set free. Pray without ceas
ing!
Remember, if a prob
lem is too small to be
turned into a prayer, then it
is too small to be turned
into a burden. Have a
Blessed Week!

Breakthrough

12)
Steward
Board
Meeting, 7 p.m., Mon.,
after the lst Sunday.
Trustee Board Meeting,
Tues., after the 2nd
Sunday, 7 p.m.
Stewardess
Board
Meeting, Sat., before the
lst Sunday
W.M.S., 6 p.m. Wed.,
after the lst Sunday.
Mass Choir rehearsal,
Tues., before the lst and
2nd Sunday.
Lay
Organization
Meeting, Mon., after the
3rd Sunday .
Male Chorus rehearsal,
Thurs., before the 3rd and
4th Sunday.
Usher Board Meeting,
Sat., before the lst Sunday.

You’re invited to join
us on Friday night for a
Powerful “Jubilee Service”
at 7:30 with Pastor Glenn
ministering. Join us every
2nd & 4th Saturday start
ing at 6 p.m. for “Youth In
Action” with Youth Pastors
Samuel & Beverly Grant.
So we look forward to see
you next Saturday, Jan.
26th.
You're welcome to join
us every Sunday in our
new service at 8:30 a.m.;
11 a.m.’s “Power Break
through Service” and 7:30
p.m. with Pastor Glenn
ministering in all three
services.
Continental
breakfast will be served
after ev ery 8:30 a.m. serv

ice. Don’t forget our
Tuesday, “Word Explo
sion”. All are invited to
attend our Wednesday
Night ‘New Believers
Class’ at 7 p.m. followed
by a Question & Answer
Session. Class taught by
Pastor Glenn.
Continue to tune in to
WRXB (590 & WTAN
1340. Check our ad for
times and days of the
week.

interfaith Prayers For
Peace Service
Scheduled At First
Unity Church------ ------ST. PETERSBURG Muslims,
Christians,
Buddhists,
Native
Americans, Jewish people
and others representing a
dozen world religions will
come together to pray for
world peace during a spe
cial interfaith Prayers for
Peace Service at 6:30 p.m.,
Thursday, Jan. 24 at First
Unity Church, 469 45th
Ave. No.
The service is sched
uled to coincide with a
special Prayers for Peace
day initiated by Pope John
Paul II in Assisi, Italy. At
the invitation of the Pope,
the leaders of the world’s
major religions will con
verge in Assisi on Jan. 24
to pray for world peace.
This is the second time that
the Pope has invited other
world religious leaders to
pray in Assisi for world
peace. During a similar
gathering in 1986, each of
the leaders created a prayer

Look forward to seeing
you at Breakthrough, 1940
49th Street South. Fax us
at (727) 321-3937; check
out our website: Break-

for peace from his own
religious tradition.
Those 12 prayers will
be part of the service at
First Unity. In keeping
with the multi-cultural,
international intent of the
service, ’ prayers will be
spoken in other languages
as well as English, and
music will represent a vari
ety of cultures. First Unity
has invited local represen
tatives of all 12 religions to
participate in the service.
“It is our intention to
provide the opportunity to
join together in heart and
mind, creating a powerful
intention for world peace
that crosses the boundaries
of religions and cultures,”
says the Rev. Virginia
Walsh, who is coordinating
the service at First Unity.
For more information,
please call the church at
(727) 527-2222.

throughcc.com; email us:
Pastor or Norma@breakthroughcc.com
Come as you are - no
dress code!

peaceful ZION M.B. CHURCH
2051 - 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL33712
Rev. F.G. Jackson, Pastor
(813) 822-2455
Church School......... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship....11:00 a.m.
B.T.U......................... 5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship.... 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Evening
Bible Class............. 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday Youth
Rehearsal...............5:30 p.m.
Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study..........7:30 p.m.
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Choir Rehearsal....11:00 a.m.

St. {John Missionary (Baptist Church

1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056
Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Sunday Services

Sunday Service ...........................................................8:00 a.m.
Sunday School.............................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .......................................................11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union .................................................5:00 p.m.

Weekly Services

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church

Bible Class Monday. 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study. Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is aft.

Trinity Presbyterian Church
2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 327-8560

1800 - 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor
•

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

9:00 AM........................................................................................ Prayer Time
9:30 AM................ .............................................................. Sunday School
11:00 AM.. ........................................................................................... Worship
12:30 PM................................................... .............. After Service Fellowship

930 - 18th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor
Morning Worshi........................................................................ 8:00a.m.
Sunday School......................................................................... 9:30a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship..................................................11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed...................................7:00p.m.

Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
You are

invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel
and a Christian community for everyone

Dr. Frederick D.
Terry

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

'The Church That's Moving Forward Together"

PfrodaydG/ww- MiMonatoj, Bapiiit Gkutek

20th Street

The Church Where Everyone is welcome

2550 9th Avenue S. St. Petersburg, FL

Church Of
Christ
820 20th Street South

Early Morning Worship.

......................................7:00 a.m.

Sunday School.................
Morning Worship............
Baptist Training Union-

........................
9:30 a.m.
.................................... 10:50 a.m.
........................
4:30 p.m.

Communion.

....... ..7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

St. Pete, FL
Bro. Robert Smith
Sunday Morning Bible Class ....... 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship...............................10:30a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday.............................. 7:00p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ...................... 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class................. 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard

//
//
a
fry

SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY
Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
- PRAYER TIMES
Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour before
service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If.you would like to come to church and do not have a way, call
327-0997.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Saint Mark
African Methodist Episcopal Church
Sunday- Church School,
Sunday- Worship Service,

Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays................................. .................... ................... .7:30 p.m.

Home: 896-8006

Pastor

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or.327-2391.

9:45am
H :00am

Tuesday- Operation "BIG EAR",

6:00pm- 7:00pm

Spiritual Counseling

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,

Rev. Joseph Gordon

Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,

STEWART-lsOM MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN METHODIST

7:00pm- Until
6:30pm- 7:30pm

Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm

Episcopal Church

.•<&> 'z ‘

W? I

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

1820 Walton Street S„ St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday. 7:00 p.m.

Mo god (Be Tfe glory”
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African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 ;00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

■ Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen Word"

Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month
9:00am- 10:00am

Pastor Keturah
D, Pittman

2232 62nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 867-2400

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711
---------------------

(727) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"

Rev. Joaquin
Marvin

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship:
8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.

JGIOU5 NEWS continues

Unity
Temple of
Truth
Church

Bethel Metro.
Pastor Joaquin Marvin
and
the
Bethel
Metropolitan Church fami
ly invite you to worship
with us on Sunday during
the 8 and 11 a.m. sen ices
and church school at 9:30
a.m. The Praise Team,
Mass Choir and Male
Ministry Usher Board will
serie.
The
Pastor’s
Anniversary Committee
has completed a job well
done in bringing about the
momentous occasion hon
oring Pastor and Mrs.
Joaquin C. Marvin first
year
at
Bethel
Metropolitan
Baptist
Church. The Pastor’s
Esteem Ministry hosted a
Fellowship Brunch on
Saturday, January 12, 2002
from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. An
anniversary banquet will
be held on Saturday,

Dr. H. Robert Allen
The Unity Temple of
Truth Church, located at
511 Prescott Street South,
cordially invites you to
worship with us on
Sunday, January 20th. Our
guest speaker is the
dynamic Dr. H. Robert
Allen from Tampa, FL. If
you missed him before,
this is another opportunity
to hear a very inspirational
speaker.
Dr. Allen is an
Administrator at the Palm
Harbor University High
School and has worked in
the Field of Education for
27 years. He worked as a
teacher and later became a
guidance counselor.
Dr. Allen’s educational
preparation includes a
Bachelor of Arts, Degree
in English, a Master’s
Degree in Ethnic Studies
and English and a
Doctorate Degree
in
Leadership,
Dr. Allen is a devout
Christian and Minister,
whose sermons are divine
ly inspired and based on
the Word. His messages
are not only uplifting but
motivational as well, leav
ing you with positive food
fora thought

ithat .will$,

encourage you on a dajjy.
basis.
Please don’t miss this
opportunity to hear a great
speaker and be wondrously blessed.

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

F
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GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

January 19, 2002, 7 p.m.,
“A Night of Elegance”
honoring Pastor and Mrs.
Marvin, at the Holiday Inn
SunSpree Resort. The
Reverend Chico Dials and
the New Life Fellowship
congregation will render
service for our 8 a.m. serv 
ice, Dr. J. L. Fenner, Pastor
of Mt. Olive Church
Ministries of Hartford,
Connecticut will bring the
message at the 11 a.m.
service and Elders Ben
Adams and Clarence
Warren, Pastors of St. John
Primitive
Baptist,
Clearwater, FL and Mt.
Zion Primitive Baptist
Church and their congre
gations will render service
for our 4 p.m. Anniversary
service.
Our midweek Bible
Study (NBC) and Prayer
service on Wednesday at 7

Traveler’s Rest
p.m. are designed for the
spiritual growth of the
entire
family.
Transportation is avail
able; call the church office
(327-0554) if you have a
need.
Noon Day Bible Study
is held each Thursday at 12
noon. Pastor Marv in is the
facilitator.
It is our desire to be a
friendly people who offer a
kaleidoscope of ministries
for all ages and interest. If
you are seeking a church
home we invite you to
unite with us in giving a
positive Christian witness
in the spirit of worship.
January Calendar:
19:
Anniversary
Banquet, 7 p.m.
20:
Anniversary
Services, 8 a.m./11 a.m./4
p.m.

Friendship
The
Friendship
Missionary Baptist Church
under the leadership of
Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.,
invite you to worship with
us on this Sunday and to
all activities and events
during the week.
Service begins at 7:45
a.m. with the Deacons
Ministry
leading
the
Devotion. The Fellowship
Choir will render songs of
Praise, the Ushers will
greet you and Pastor Evans
will preach the divine
Word of God.
Church School begins
at 9:30 a.m. with the
Assistant Superintendent
presiding.
vrva&oiw&i&i :sCTvice‘ ts
held at 10:45 a.m., opening
with the Praise Team.
Installation of Officers
will be held this morning.
Health Care Sunday is
today, January 20th. After

both services, personnel
will be available to check
your blood pressure and
several other medical
needs. You are encouraged
to take advantage of this
opportunity.
Hope gives endurance:
Remembering without
ceasing your work of faith,
and labour of love, and
patience of hope in our
Lord Jesus Christ, in the
sight of God and our
Father.”
1st
Thessalonians 1:3
Schedule of Events:
Thurs., Jan. 24, 2002,7
-8:45 p.m., Prayer/Praise
Service and Bible Study.
Also, Youth Enrichment
Hour. Please plan to
attend, your presence is
important as we continue
to explore the word and
apply it to our lives daily.
Fri., Jan. 25, 2002, 6
p.m., Youth & Children’s
Rehearsal.
Sat., Jan. 26, 2002, 10
a.m., Leadership Summit Part 1 Meeting.
Wed., Jan. 30, 2002-,

from 12 noon - 2 p.m.,
Bread of Life Ministry
serving ltinch to all needy
in the community.
Our Theme for Prayer
Service for the month of
January' is:
Operation
Build-Up
Through
Evangelism,
Stewardship
and
Discipleship.
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SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Wofship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

Here’s an event that’s
healthy for your body and
spirit! Pastor John A.
Evans, Sr., of Friendship
Missionary
Baptist
Church, invites you to
Health Sunday. Dedicated
to your health and,wellbeing. The event offers
free screenings:
• Prostate
• Cholesterol
• Diabetes
• Asthma

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
Sunday Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.
Traditional Choir 11 a.m.

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
’ (727) 894-5246 / 823-1619
SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset
WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM
ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn
Rev. Marcus H. Burke, Jr. • Pastor
3rd century

321-3545

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship............. 8:00a.m.
Sunday School......... ...... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship............. 11:00 a.m.
Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. ■ 321 -0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday School..................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ....... 11.00 a.m.
‘The church where everyone is welcome &the Spirit of Christ fives.

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 896-5228
Sunday Services:
Church School........... .............................................■ 9am
Praise & Worship Services............. .. . ..............10:30am
Tuesday^ervices^'1
,•■<
Prdyier’Service ...................... .....
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 6:30pm
Bible Study.................................................................. 7pm
Join us as we lift up the name ofJesus

Dr. Alvin
Moore,
Pastor

Beptecostal 'Teipplc Gkurck of God ip Christ
2230 - 22nd Street S„ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

GIVE THANKS FOR THE
COMING YEAR

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

ELIM

• Depression
Plus, enjoy a compli
mentary brunch.
This event will be held
on Sunday, January 20, 9
a.m. - 1 p.m., Friendship
Missionary
Baptist
Church, 3300 31st Street
South, St. Petersburg,
Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.
Sponsored
by
St.
Anthony’s Health Care,
1200 7th Av enue North, St.
Petersburg.

Jesus Is The
Reason For
The Season!

Day Bible Study, 11 a.m.
(An in -depth study of the
scriptures, and nursing
Home visitation) 5:30
p.m., Youth Choir rehears
al, Mass Choir rehearsal, 7
p.m.
Fri., Jan. 18: School
closed for students
Sat., Jan. 19: Christian
Education meeting, 10
a.m.
Sunday, Jan. 20: 8 a.m.
Contemporary Serv ice
Mon., Jan. 21: Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.’s
holiday (school closed)
Wed., Jan. 23: Prayer
and Praise, 7 p.m. Youth
Bible Study, 7-8:30 p.m.
Adult Bible Study, 7:308:30 p.m.
If you need transporta
tion to Church, please con
tact the office at 822-4869
by noon on Saturday.
If you are seeking a
church home, w e welcome
you to unite with our fel
lowship where you will
experience the presence of
God.

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study
Prayer & Bible Study
Intercessory Prayer

St. Joseph Church

Phone
(813) 328-9412

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

“He that dwelleth in the
secret place of the most
High shall abide under the
shadow of the Almighty.” *•
Psalm 91:1
Pastor Dr. Franklin
Browne and the member
ship of Travelers’ Rest
extend warm greetings of
w elcome to all who will be
worshipping with us dur
ing church serv ice. 8 a.m.
Contemporary Worship
service with our Praise
team leading praise and
worship. Minister Michael
McGee will deliver the
Word. Life Development
Sunday School begins at
9:30 a.m. followed by
Morning Worship service
at 11 a.m. Ministry of the
Word will be preached by
Rev. Pauline Climes. The
Mass Choir will sing dur
ing the Ministry of Music,
Usher Board #3 will per
form doorkeeping duties
and the Men’s Ministry
will serve as greeters.
Members
of
the
Christian
Education
Ministry are reminded of
their regular scheduled
meeting this Saturday,
January 19 at 10 a.m.
Members are requested to
please attend.
Weekly Activities:
Thurs., Jan. 17: Mid-

Health Sunday.

7 CENTER

GRACE
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Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday

10:00
11:30
7:30
7:30
5:45

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.

“TA church working togetherfor the upbuilding of (Jod’s kingdom"
With Allah's Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

Masjid Al-Muminin

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

Islamic Services

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.
Qur'anic Study - Sunday 11:00 a.m.
Taleem - 12:00 p.m.

Travelers Rest
Missionary Baptist Church
2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021
Mid-Morning Worship Service . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday School............................9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Weds.) .. .7:00 p.m.
Rev. Donald
F. Browne

Imam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327 - 8483

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER
1940 - 49th:Street South

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

v

> j

-

’

St. Petersburg, FL ’’

‘

(727) 321 -4986/888-447-PRAY;(7729) » Fax (727) 321-3937
Website: www.breakthroughccxom • E-mail: pastor@breakthroughcc.com
f'TTfr

Friendship

johl s.h dhu-Tcn

Missionary Baptist
3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans
unday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
unday School 9:30 AM
/ednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life

Prayer and Bible Study 7 PM
also Youth Enrichment Hour

'\
“A Night of Prophecy"@ 7:30 PM Sunday
TUESDAY "WORD EXPLOSION" - 7:30 PM
FRIDAY “JUBILEE SERVICE* '7:30 PM
f
"YOUTH IN ACTION" - Saturday, 6 PM
NURSERY/TODDLER MINISTRY (5 & under)
> SUNDAY SERVICES ONLY/
d
RAD1O MINISTRY-WRXB-1590 AM

www.mzprogressive.org

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

r

TAPE MIN1STRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHtPPRAYER30 MINUTES ' > ,'
8EFORE EVERY 5ERV1CE
Sunday Service 8:30 AM - ' ' "Power Breakthrough Service'111 ;00 AM

955 - 20th Street SOuth
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311

-

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

•

.f‘

j it/’ * 1
■h,',4^v

Monday through Friday 6:00-6:15 AM
Su ndays 9 ;30-10:00 AM
WTAN-1340 AM Sundays 4:30-5 PM ;

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: «:uu-y:uu p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

“PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING"

nJ
■ A.

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER
COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE

J4 fibreoffred&rgdffdfiesfo/atfatfi

’
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First Women’s Day Of The New
Millennium________________________
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Sherita Anderson serv ed as
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Century

Center,

Los

District,

ATHLETIC

MUST BE
TYPEWRITTEN

was

OR NEATLY

(7272)

ZONE

league, the Neg *o

FEATURING:
•Platinum
•FuBu
•Sean John
•Phat Farm
VISA
•Jordan
BOOS
•SnoopDog
•Nike
•Timberland

National League.

Ph: 727-866-6944

IB lark JFarta

SUBMITTED

Tookes,

Athletic Footwear & Fashion Apparel

prayer went forth.

ALL ARTICLES

A

and/or Wednesday. Please

Mrs.

were given and the altar

Sunday

Worship

service,

School

participate in the worship

saints

Elder

C.O.G.I.C.

a.m.

Unified

On Sunday, January 20,

Temple

All

10

Sunday, Jan. 20, 2002. We

and v isitors were present to

Merl McDonald and Jacqueline Anderson

Frank Peterman

On January 04,
1920, Andrew
"Rube" Foster
organized the first
black baseball

2910 54th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
Mon - Sat 10AM - 8 PM • Sunday 12Noon - 6PM

Bridges Of America-The Pinellas Bridge
Coalition For A Safe & Drug Free St. Petersburg, Inc.
Davis Bradley Building

Happy Birthday Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
We Are Proud To Announce The Availability Of
Free Health Education Services
For

r

Together,

HIV/AIDS, STD, TB and Hepatitis Services

We'reTSuilding a
Healthier Community
In keeping with the teachings of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Bayfront Medical Center is proud to continue our tradition of
fostering, respecting, and honoring diversity in the workplace.
At Bayfront Medical Center, “people caring for people”
means that we not only care for our patients and their
families, but for the team members who have helped make
Bayfront Medical Center an industry-leading healthcare
system. Come discover our outstanding career development
and personal growth opportunities and exceptional benefits
package - including on-site communication, teamwork and
leadership classes and on-site fitness center, a day care and
elementary school up to 4th grade. You’ll see for yourself why
we were named by Working Mother magazine as one of the 100
Best Employers for 7 consecutive years.

Compliments of World AIDS Day Committee and Peace Productions & Photography

Community & Church Presentations

RN opportunities in all of our Specialty Areas

Outreach and Referral Services

Flexible full and part-time schedules
Seasonal Pool • Regular Pool <

Youth Prevention Activities

Weekends only (with F/T benefits!)

and
Much, Much More

We believe that skills are not measured in years of experience,
but rather in aptitude and attitude. Come to Bayfront Medical
Center and, together, we’ll build a healthier community.

Employment Opportunities Are Available for The Following

Please forward your resume to: Pax: (727) 893-6962
E-Mail: cheryl.robinson@bayfront.org; Phone: (727) 893-3161

*Outreach Educator (Part-Time)*
* Peer Educator (Part-Time)*

For additional information, please call (727) 898-0908 or (727)823-2065
Funded by The Florida Department of Health
Located at 1735 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Bayfront
Proud to be an ANCC
Magnet Hospital

Health System

Equal Opportunity Employer • M/F/D/V • Pleasevisitwww.bayfront.org
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NORTH CENTRAL NEWS
Ocala
News
by James Thorpe

COMMEMORATIVE
CELEBRATION
The Commemorative
Celebration will be held on
Monday, January 21, 2002
at the Martin Luther King,
Jr., Complex.
The parade starts in
downtown Ocala to S.R. 40
West and N.W. Martin
Luther King, Jr., Blvd.
You can display your
talent in the park, fun and
games, arts, clothing and
food.
Please come and join us
for this celebration.
***
WOMAN OF THE
YEAR 2001
Mrs.
Vernon
C.
Edwards was recently
nominated, and received
the award as Woman of the
Year 2001, by the Women’s
Ministry Department of
Shiloh
Seventh-Day
Adventist Church in Ocala,
FL.
She also was named
“Outstanding Woman” of
District #2, of the Women’s
Ministry Department of the
Southeastern Conference
of Seventh-Day Adventist,
in Altamonte Springs, FL,
in August 2001.

First Presbyterian Church,
511 S.W. 3rd Street, Dr.
Fred Mayweathers, Sr.,
will be the speaker of the
hour.
Dr. Mayweathers is the
Pastor of Shady Grove
Missionary
Baptist
Church, Ocala, FL.
***
HAPPY ANNIVER
SARY
Happy
Anniversary
goes out to Hubert and
Geneva Chisolm on their
59th Wedding Anniversary.
Happy
Anniversary
from all of us here at
Greater
Hopewell
Missionary
Baptist
Church. Rev. George Lee,

Improving Home Improvement
K Hl

IM7 Fill

rd I :M
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htlMHSS

Ocala
by
Florence
Williams Ray
APPLETON PRE
SENTS
MAGICAL IMAGE
OF THE ORIENT
of Art and the Appleton
Museum of Art are
renowned for their collec
tions of Orientalist Art.
Exclusively in Ocala, you
can see these two collec
tions join forces to present:
A
Distant
Muse:
Orientalist Art from the
Dahesh Museum of Art,
New York, complimented
by Orientalist Art from
Florida
Collections,
through March 3, 2002.
An exquisite
19th
Century art, from one of
America’s finest collec
tions, explore the birth
place of civilization:
Egypt, Morocco, and the
Holy Lands. A great
chance to encounter the
customs and people of
ancient Persia, the Middle
East and the Spice Trade
through the window of
superb paintings and
sculptures of refinement
and extraordinary detail.
Admission is $6 for
adults; $4 for Seniors, stu
dents and members; $2 for
Youth (JO-18); under 10,
free; Friends and Family
Pass $18 for up to five per
sons. The museum, is open
daily 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Appleton Museum is locat
ed at 4333 NE Silver
Springs Blvd.
***

ECUMENICAL
SERVICE
On Sunday, January 20,
2002, 7 p.m., Ecumenical
Services will be held at

Home Improvement Warehouse

ii

the character of Christ in
all her undertakings. She is
a praying woman. She will
ingly shares herself, her
finances and her sound
Christian advice with any
member of her congrega
tion, her family, or those in
her community. She is well
liked and respected by all,
both young and old.
Attending the award’s
program and congratulat
ing her along with the
members of Shiloh, were
her
daughters,
Vera
Mayweather,
Doloris
Mack, Ethel Harrell, and
Alice
Folk.
Granddaughter,
Glenda
Mayweather.
Sons,
Carnell
Edwards and.
Samuel Edwards and his
wife, Ann. Brother, Martin
W. McCants, Sr. Niece,
Tiwana Woods, and sisterin-law, Ruth McCants.
Pastor Antwoyn Mells
and the members of Shiloh,
salute our beloved Sis.
Vernon C. Edwards.
***

God”.
For more information,
please call Loretta Jenkins
351-0824. Donation $5.
***

INSTALLATION
SERVICE FOR

Lowe's

Society

The Dahesh Museum

a.m.
Our Dream: “Equal and
United Together Under

SENIORS DRIVING
COURSE
OFFERED
A Seniors
driving
course is being offered by
AARP and conducted by
Carroll King on Tuesday
and Wednesday, January
29 and January 30,2002, at
the
Ocala
Police
Department
on
Pine
Avenue. Pre-registration is
required and the cost is $10
per person.
This course, with some
exceptions, allows drivers
to receive a discount on

Alzheimer’s, an update of
the most discussions on
topics such as validation
therapy and activities.
Participation will enable
those attending to be more
acutely aware of the signs
and symptoms of progres
sive dementias and to
equip the caregivers with
proven management tech
niques. Participating ALF’s
,vill be providing limited
day and respite care.
Lunches and breaks
will be provided by partici
pating sponsors. For more
information,
call
Alzheimer’s Support, Inc.,
(352) 237-1388. For con
tact hours, call CFCC at
(352) .373-5804 or 8542322, ext. 1633.
***

TTS—W

Mrs. Edwards exhibits

MARTIN LUTHER
KING, JR.
COMMEMORATIVE
CELEBRATION
Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr.,
Commemorative
Celebration will be held on
Saturday, January 19, 2002
at the Howard Middle
School.
The
Prayer
Breakfast will be held 8:30

will be held on Sunday,
January 20th at 7 p.m. at
First Presbyterian Church,
511 S.E. Third Street. The
Memorial March is sched
uled for Monday, January
21st,
at
8:30
a.m.
Participants will march
from Broadway Street in
downtown Ocala to the Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Recreational Complex. The
celebration will include
entertainment, speeches
and food.
***
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DR. KING’S
COMMEMORATIVE
CELEBRATION
Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., Commemorative
Celebration will kick off
on Saturday, January 19th,
at 8:30 a.m. with a prayer
breakfast
at
Howard
Middle School cafetorium,
1108 N.W. Martin Luther
King, Jr., Avenue, Ocala.
The event will feature
Marion County students.
Ecumenical services

their automobile insurance.
For more information or to
register, call 347-6557.
***
BIRTHDAY GREET

INGS
Happy birthday greet
ings go out to Delores
Irving and Cloteria Mattox,
January 20th; Lula Parker,
January 22nd; Earlene
Pridgeon, January 23rd;
Gloria Mount, January
24th.
***
YOU CAN HELP
Adult Literacy tutors
are needed for a new pro
gram to address the needs
of their striving to better
themselves. AH training is
provided. No experience is
needed. If you can read,
you can be a tutor for this
one-on-one teaching expe
rience. Please call Barbara
at 732-4771..
*
Telephone reassurers
are needed at Marion
County Senior Services for
a check-in, life-line call for
security and support of the
elderly and homebound in
Marion County. If interest
ed, please call Margie at
622-6159.
***
ALZHEIMER’S
SUPPORT, INC.
OFFERS WORKSHOP
An Alzheimer’s work
shop, co-sponsored by
Alzheimer’s Support, Inc.,
and CFCC, is being offered
on
Tuesday
and
Wednesday, February 5
and 6, 2002 at the Marion
Oaks Community Center.
Caregivers and profession-:
als of AD patients are wel
come to attend this work
shop at no charge, howev
er, for the professional
wanting to receive contact
hours for continuing edu
cation credit will need to
register and pay a nominal
fee of $25.
This two day event will
provide an overview of

REV. DR.
CECIL WILSON
New Zion Missionary
Baptist Church will be hav
ing the installation service
for their Pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Cecil Wilson on
January 27, 2002 at 4 p.m.
Rev. Wilson was licensed
and ordained at New Zion
Missionary
Baptist
Church. After spending
two years under the leader
ship of Dr. E. F. Broxton,
his father in the ministry,
Dr. Wilson was called to
Pastor
Mt.
Olive
Missionary Baptist Church
in Crystal River. He served
Mt. Olive faithfully for 4
years. After the retirement
of Dr. Broxton, the Lord
led Dr. Wilson to return to
New Zion Missionary
Baptist Church as the new
Shepherd.
With a new vision and
the guidance of the Holy
Ghost, Dr. Wilson will lead
the church through preach
ing and teaching of the
gospel. Dr. Wilson is a
young man well trained
and grounded in the Word
of God and has truly been
anointed to preach the
gospel. He is married to an
anointed and gifted singer,
Mary Wilson and they have
one teenage daughter
named Kourtnie.

Everyday low prices
on selected merchandise
Thursday - Monday, Jan. 17- 21
Look for the Yellow Clearance Labels
throughout the store for incredible values!
Quantities limited to stock on hand.
Selection will vary by store. Come in
early for best selection.

Fashion
Plumbing

Fashion
Lighting

Power
Tools

Hardware

Flooring

Heating

Old Fashioned
Gospel Singing
OCALA
On
Saturday, January 19,2002
at 7 p.m., An Old
Fashioned Gospel Singing
celebration will be held at
New Chapel Missionary
Baptist Church, in Ocala,
Rev. Izell James, Sr.,
Pastor.
Featured
groups:
Minister Robert Craft &
The
Soul
Touchers,
Brother Nolan Webster &
The
Gospel
Echoes,
Brother
Roosevelt
Davidson
&
The
Ambassadors,
Minister
Charles Pete.
Please come out and
enjoy the old fashioned
gospel singing sensation.

Small
Window
Appliances Treatments
Lowe's of StPetersburg

Rough
Plumbing

Lowe's of Pinellas Park Lowe's of Clearwater Lowe's of New Port Rithey Lowe's of Tampa Lowe's of Tompo Palms Lowe's of Brandon

Intersection 22nd Ave, & 25th St. N.
730) Pork Blvd,
Sf. Petersburg 33713
cdmer of Park Blvd. & Belcher
(727)822-8220
Pinellas Park 33781
Mon.-Fri. dom-lOpm
(727)547-9335
Saturday /onelOpm
Mon.-Sat. 6am-1Opm
Sunday 8am-8pm
Sunday 8am-8pm

26990 N.Hwy.19
Cearwafer33761
(7271724-3557
Mon. -Tnurs. 6am-9pm
Friday 6ani-10pm
Saturday 7am-9pm
Sunday 8am-8pm

•Lowe's-Price Guarantee Policy: We guarantee our everyday competitive prices. If you find a lower everydoy or
advertised price on an identical stock item at any local retail competitor that hos the item in stock, we'll beat
their price by 10% when you buy from us. Just bring us the competitor's currenl od, or we'll cdll to verify the
item's price that you have found. Cash/charge cord and carry.purchases only. Competitor's closeout, special
order, discontinued, clearance, liquidation and damaged, items are excluded from this offer.'- On percent off
>

little Rdl Ridge Rd.
New Port Richey 34668
(72^ 859-9450 '
Mon.-fc, 6am-9pm
Friday dam-lOpm
Saluraay 7am-9pm
Sunday 8am-8pm

6275W. Waters Ave.
Bruce 8. Dow Blvd.
Tampa 33634 . 1/2 mi. sw of 1-75, exit 56
[813)249-6001
(813)558-6760
Mon.-Ttiurs,6am-9pm
Mon.-lhurs, 6am-9pm
Friday 6am-10pm
Friday 6am-10pm
. Saturday 7am-9pm
Saturday 7am-9pm
Sunday 8am-8pm
Sunday 8am-8pm

11375 Causeway Blvd.
(813)684-3008
Mon.-lhurs. 6am-9pm
Friday 6am-10pm
Saturday 7am-9pm
Sunday 8am-8pm

soles, we will match the competitor's percent all offer. Limited to reasonable quantities for homeowner and
One-house order quantities for cash and carry contractors. Current in-store price, if lower, overrides Lowe's
advertised price. Price guarantee honored at oil Lowe's retail locations. Labor charges for product installation
are excluded from our price guarantee offer in our stores with an Installed Soles Program. Visit store for
complete details.
.

©2002 by Lowe's®. All rights reserved. Lowe's and the gable design are registered trademarks of LF Corporation. #4117

A
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OBITUARIES
r

Clearwater

Final Rites
L
-J
BELL,
WALTER
LEE, 55, died December
20, 2001. He leaves to
cherish his memories, his
devoted and beloved
wife, Mary D. Bell; three
sisters, Mary Gosay,
Hannah (Willie) Tatum,
Janie DeVaughn; four
brothers, Charlie Bell,
Joseph
Bell,
Willie
(Susan) Bell, Jessie Bell;
four God-Children, Lisa
Henry, Melvin & Marvin
McCauley and Monique
General; Best Friend, Liz
Wilson; five sister-inlaws, three brother-inlaws,
many
nieces,
nephews, cousins, other
relatives and friends.
Young’s Funeral Home,
Clearwater.

JONES, ADAM B.
“Big Duke”, 18, died
December 30, 2001. His
memories will be forever
cherished by, his mother
and stepfather, Brenda
and Danny Berry; his
father, Benjamin (Bertha
Whitehead) Jones; two
brothers, Glenn Tate,
Donte Jones; one sister,
Brita Tate; two loving
grandmothers, Caroline
(Jenny) Benion, Aura
Jones; grandfather, Floyd
Washington
(Hazel); ■
eight uncles, three aunts,

Young's
\\ Funeral
Home

two great aunts, four
great uncles, one greatgreat uncle, and a host of
cousins and other friends.
Young’s Funeral Home,
Clearwater.

Ip Lovipg Meipory of
^hJo CJfoss. hJ Shoos. and CJo Chlio s.s Mldo Shoos

Tjou must not tiz gouzszhf to mz in tzais,

r

Ocala

i

But hz hahhg that wz shazzd somz hzautifuh gzazs.
auz to gou mg hooz, gou can onhg guzss,

Final Rites

<3 thanh gou hoi thz hooz gou zach hauz shown,

BAXTER,
MATTHEW LEE, SR.,
73, died December 30,
2001. He leaves to mourn
and cherish his loving
memories, his beloved
wife, Helen; devoted
children, Jewell (Linda)
Baxter, Sr., and Linda
Darlene Hudson; one
brother, Willie Louis
Baxter; three sisters,
Juanita Waters, Alma
(George) Daniels, and
Carol McFadden; 11
grandchildren, 8 great
grandchildren, and a host
of nephews, nieces and
sorrowing friends. Sellers
Funeral Home, Ocala.

SMITH,
ARCHIE
ALFONZO, 62, died
January 1, 2002. He
leaves to moum and cher
ish his memories his lov
ing mother, Mrs. Annie
B. Collins; five brothers,
Johnnie
(Patricia)
Collins,
Jr., Oscar
(Lillian) Collins, James
(Vicky); Eddie (Louise)
Collins,
Herman
(Thelma) Collins; three
sisters, Rudean Collins(John) Crawford, Gladys
Collins (Sam) -Toney,
Pamela Collins,; two
aunts, Bernice Beard,
Irene Ureen; 19 nieces
and nephews, a host of
grand-nieces, nephews
and cousins, arid friends.
A special friend of the
family,
Aquala
Richardson.
Sellers
Funeral Home, Ocala.

Your husband
Donnell & Family
____

But now it is timz hJ tzauzhzd ahonz.
So gzizuz foz mz awhihz, if gzizuz gou must,
hJh zn hzt gouz gzizf hz comfoztzd hg tzust;
hJt is onhg foz awhihz that wz must fiazt,

Ii) Sincere Appreciation

So chzzish thz mzmoiizs in gouz hzazt.

The Rembert and Hammons wish to sin
cerely thank those of you who supported
us with your prayers, visits and acts of
kindness during the transition of our
loved one, Mrs. Claudette Rembert.

hJ won t hz faz awag, foz hifz gozs on,
So, if gou nzzd mz, cahh mz andhJ wihh comz;
hhJhouah gou cannot szz. oz touch mz, dJhhhz nzaz,
<Sfnd if gou histzn with gouz hzazt, gou wihh hzaz

We appreciate each and every one of you
and it is our prayer that the Lord will
continue to show His grace and shine His
mercy upon you.

cfrhhh mg hooz azound gou soft and chzaz.
cSfad thzn whzn zach of gou shahh comz this wag ahonz,
hd th gzzzt gou with a smihz and sag, ^Wzhcomz Shomz .

The Rembert and Hammons Families

PLEASE

support OUR
PAPER BY SuPPORTING OUR
ADVERTISERS

CUNNINGHAM’S
Funeral Home, P.A,

The Lord looks down
from heaven, He sees
all the sons of men. Psalm 33
(Summers dTunem! %me

"It's all taken care of"
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.
So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial bur
den on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and dis
cuss how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

"Your Friends Who Care"

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding"

A.L. CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

Limousine Rental Service

351-0566 .................................... Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.

Licensed Funeral
Directors

732-5354
732-5355

732-5353

2238 NW 10th St......................... Alvis Summers, L.F.D.
Ocala, Florida 34475 .......... .....Notary Public

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

Dwayne E. Matt

Immaculate Matt

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc,
C7X7) 3xs-o4ee
17OO * 49th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33707

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

Funeral Director
Since 1975

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South

1005 Howard Street
(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)
Clearwater, FL

St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005

/Prince Matt, Jr.

442-2388

Edna L. Matt

"Service is the Soul's Highest Calling"

SMITH FUNERAL HOME

don't Leave your family in distress::

Since 1987

You CAN be insured TODAY.

"Taking Time To Serve Others"

Call: Prince Matt, Jr., Licensed Pre-Need Specialist for:
Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
<
1700 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida
• (727) 328-0466
'
(727) 867-4246
(727)426-1106
Funeral Director & Mortician

There are over 50 decisions
to make at the death of a
loved one
Your first decision may be
the most important one

Prince Matt, Jr.

Consider us first
for

• Prepaid insurance is available for everyone, regardless of your health problems
(even if the client is in a nursing home).
• A variety of options are open to you, such as:

QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE
*
Phone 727-894-2266

• Complete Traditional Service with Burial.

, ’

'Ree', you'll
always be with us.
We love you so
much.

Stow much gou gauz to mz in haffrinzss;

Robert C. Young

•j

We miss you
today and remem
ber you with much
joy and love on
your birthday, Jan
uary lst.

hJ hauz so mang things to do and szz;

A Full Service Firm-.

Bus. PH
Home
Pager
Dwayne E. Matt.

Willie Ree Waskipgtop

£« hhJ am gonz, hzt mz go and zzhzasz mz,

• Graveside Service.
• Full Traditional Service with Cremation.

Fax 727-821-8728

• Direct Cremation with "Scattering of the Ashes at Sea" Ceremony.

' For Peace of Mind for you and your family, make your appointment today.

4

1534 18th Avenue South - StPetersburg, Florida 33705
I

- 23, 2002

as a car eompany, it’s not often we point out the benefits of walking.
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
i

Please
Support
Our Paper
By
Supporting
Our

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Non Profit Organizations 1
We will design your

TIME WARNER

website
FREE
727 f>40 9525
WWW.FULLBELLY.COM

f

CABLE

TRAINING COORDINATOR

RN SUPERVISOR
Full-time supervisory position available to experienced RN.
Tuesday-Saturday schedule (days)

LPN's
Full-time & Part-time for team players
and quality caregivers.

j

Excellent salary & benefits!!
Please apply in person orfax resume to: .

j

SOUTH HERITAGE HEALTH & REHAB

Advertisers.

EOE/DFW

718 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Ph (727) 894-5125 • Fx (727) 894-6839

Representatives. Proficient in Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. Associate Degree in Training

Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th Sf. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed.. Fri. Only

skills and professional image a must. Customer service experience a plus. Must be willing

and/or equivalent work experience required. Solid communication skills, presentation

to work flexible hours.
Apply in person: ■

EQUAL OPPORTUNI TY EMPLOYER

CAR-JACKING
Is A Dangerous Problem

Madeira Beach

2530 Drew Si
2114 Drew St

14995 Gull Blvd, Suite C

St. Pete

Pinellas Park

, 1500 9th Si. N
333 lst St. N

Parkside Mall

Pre-employment drug screen and background check is required.

Job Hotline: 797-1818. Ext 8040

CALL

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND

Cbarwater

EOE /M/M/F/V/H

Car Jack Alarms

past; and we must respect the past,
remembering that once it was all that
- George Santayana

Building, 306 E. Jackson Street, Tampa. Florida, for the following projects:

CONTACT: Ron Lifts, Engineer. 813/274-8541

i

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977

" Our hope for creative living...lies in our ability to reestab
lish the moral ends of our lives in personal character and
social justice."
-Martin Luther King, Jr. |

PROJECT: PW5247; Citywide Sidewalk Repair and Replacement FY2002 Rebid BID DATE: February 12, 2002 ESTIMATE: $280,000 DEPOSIT: $20
SCOPE: Construction of sidewalk repairs and replacements at various locations.
PRE-BID CONFERENCE: Tuesday, January 29, 2002, 2:30p.m. CONTACT:
Ron Litts, Engineer, 813/274-8541

A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

PROJECT: PW6106; Ragan Park Shelter Improvements
BID DATE: February 12, 2002 ESTIMATE: $55,000 DEPOSIT: $40 SCOPE:
Excavating and grading, foundations and s|ab, erection of pre-purchased shelter,
plumbing and electrical for picnic shelter. PRE-BID CONFERENCE: Tuesday,
January 29,2002,2:00p.m. CONTACT: Ed Rice, AIA, Project Architect, 813/2745677

KNs,LPNs
(FL License Required)

& HHA./CNAs

GO® ®L®SS
AMERICA

Your Horoscope

(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

PLEASE
support OUR
PAPER BY SuPPORTING OUR
ADVERTISERS
All Articles
Submitted
Must Be

Gri eS

March 21 to April 19

You’ll be in an especially sociable mood on
the 19th and 20th: plan a special evening.
On the 22nd, paying extra attention to your
finances will make budgeting a breeze.
Romance surrounds you oirthe 25th.

Tc
aurus

April 20 to May 20
Try out a new dinner recipe on the 21st; it’ll
be a big hit! On the 22nd, a new job or pro
motion will make your self-esteem sky
rocket You’ll find a lower credit card rate
on the 23rd, freeing up extra cash.
May 21 to June 21
Keep your ambitions to yourself on the
19th and 20th; others’ opinions may sway
you from your goals. On the 21st, you’ll
realize the next step in your life plan; go for
it! You’ll be extra lucky on the 24th and 25th.

Ca ncer June 22 to July 22
Your caring ways will comfort a loved
one on the 19th. On the 21st, spending
long overdue time with a close pal will
boost both your spirits. You’ll be swept
away by-romance on the 25th.
^je<

tO

July 23 to Aug 22

Indulge in a favorite hobby on the 19th.
On the 20th, saying no to chores and yes
to a day spent with loved ones is the per
fect antidote to your frantic pace. You’ll
curry favor with higher-ups on the 22nd.

Yii

irgo Aug 23 to Sept 22
A referral to a new doctor on the 19th will
yield some much-needed energy en
hancers. On the 21st, you’ll enjoy an idyl
lic day with your special someon&A work
place triumph will be yours on the 25th.

reHWcfiCTu w

£ibra

Sept 23 to Oct 22
Let your mate plan weekend events on
the 19th and 20th; you’ll be bowled over
by hjs efforts! On the 21 st, start a journal;
your most cherished hopes and dreams
will soon reveal themselves.

s<
>corpio

Oct 23 to Nov 21

Spend some alone time with your mate on
the 22nd; you’ll create sparks that’ll glow
for a long time! On the 24th, you’ll find the
answer to a pressing problem, and the
solution will be easier than you thought

Sagittal
HUS

Nov 22 to Dec 21
A social gathering on the 20th will lead to
new friendships, or even a job lead! On
the 22nd, a shopping trip will yield incred
ible bargains. A bold romantic gesture will
produce the desired effect on the 25th.

Capricorn

Dec 22 to Jan IS

Go with the flow when your schedule is
unexpectedly thrown off-kilter on the
19th; the change will be for the best. On
the 21st, a loved one could use a cheer
ing, section at an event near to her heart.

G-quarius

Jan 20 to Feb 18

Visit an indoor flea market on the 19th;
you’ll come home with loads of goodies.
On the 23rd, you’ll read an article that’ll
change your health for the better. Roman
tic interest will be rekindled on the 25th.

isces

Typewritten Or
ISeMIy Printed

THERE IS
ONLY ONE
RACE IN
THIS
WORLD THE
HUMAN
RACE
S lark JFarta
On January 05,
1943, George
Washington

able for an additional charge of $10 per set. Checks should be made payable to the
City of Tampa. Documents Can also be made available for review (only) at the City
of Tampa’s Community Affairs Office upon request. Copies of Women/Minority

PUBLIC NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that the City of St. Petersburg anticipates
receiving a total of 54,641,000 in federal grant funding and
$655,000 in program income in FY 2002/03 under the
Community Development Block Grant, Emergency Shelter
Grant and Home Investment Partnership grant programs: Of the
total available funds, $600,000 has been previously committed
for completion of infrastructure for the Jordan Park revitalization
project.
CDBG funds must be used to address one of the national objec
tives of the CDBG program, which are: 1) principally benefit
low- and.moderate-income persons; and/or b) eliminate slums
and blight. In addition, a project must also be an eligible activi
ty under the Federal regulations of the CDBG program. These
activities include acquisition of property, relocation of occupants
of property acquired, rehabilitation and preservation of property,
public facilities and improvements, clearance, public services,
home ownership assistance, match for other federal programs,
code enforcement, economic development, removal of architec
tural barriers, historic preservation, and interim assistance.
HOME funds-may be used for home ownership assistance and
for acquisition, construction and/or rehabilitation of housing
which is affordable to low-and moderate-income persons,
including supportive transitional and permanent housing for spe
cial needs populations.
ESG funds are used to provide services to the homeless, opera
tional funding for shelters, and rehabilitation of facilities for the
homeless.
On Tuesday, January 29, 2002 at 6:00 PM a public hearing will
be held to obtain'input from citizens concerning the City’s com
munity development and housing needs, how these needs should
■be addressed in the future, and how the City has performed in
implementing its past Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG), Home Investment Partnership (HOME), State Housing
Initiatives Partnership (SHIP), and Emergency Shelter Grant
(ESG) programs. All interested persons are invited to attend the
public forum to be held at the Enoch Davis Center, 1111 18th
Avenue South, St. Petersburg. Any secular, nonprofit agency
interested in proposing a project for funding may obtain an
application form by attending the forum or an application work
shop to be held on Wednesday, February 13,2002 at 10:00 am at
the Wildwood Community Center, 1000 28th Street South, St.
Petersburg. Application forms will also be available after
January 29th at the Department of Housing and Community
Development, One Fourth Street North, Ninth Floor.

and discoverer of
over 300 products
from the peanut
and sweet potato,
died.

All completed applications for funding must be received at the
Housing and Community Development Department reception
desk on the ninth floor of the Municipal Services Center, One
Fourth Street North by 4:00 PM on Friday, March 1, 2002, in
order to be considered for funding; (FAX copies will not be
accepted)
For additional information concerning this notice, please contact
the Department of Housing and Community Development at
893-4159.

ih> Weekly Ch^Oeiyee
2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Subscription:
Maif
Home Delivery

6 Months
$18
10

Annual
$30
18

Become a part of The Weekly Challenger staff!

We need a few great, self-motivated, dependable individuals once
weekly (Thursday) to help in our Circulation Department in St.
Petersburg, Bradenton, Sarasota, Lakeland and Winter Haven
areas .Carriers need ed to h eI p d i st ri b u te The Weekly Challenger
for home and business delivery as we11 as bui!ding you r own route.

Name
Address_
City

State

Zip Code

Phone
Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?

SUPER way to generate your cash flow and to help The Weekly

Challenger increase

its readership throughout the community at

targe.
Interested? Call us immediately at (727) 896-2922 Monday Wednesday, 9am-5pm, to find out more!!!

!

GOOD COMMUNICATION SKILLS
AND BE PERSONABLE. COMMIS
SION ONLY. PLEASE FAX RESUME

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT IN COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS OF
CHAPTER 287.055, LAWS OF FLORIDA, CONSULTANTS COMPETITIVE
NEGOTIATION ACT, AS AMENDED.
RFQ - MuseumCM: The City of Tampa desires to obtain Construction
Management services for the construction of the Tampa Museum of Art.
The new museum will require approximately 125,000 square feet of interior space.
The new museum will replace an outdated structure that will be demolished. It will
include state of the art gallery space, storage, auditorium, classrooms, orientation
space, museum store, cafe, meeting and special event space and offices. Exterior
space will be programmed for events and will include a sculpture garden. The
Construction Manager should have considerable experience in constructing art
museums or museum facilities of similar scale and complexity. Services will be
provided under a contract for a negotiated fixed fee for project management, over
head, profit and a guaranteed maximum price for construction with appropriate
surety bonds. Services will also include coordination or scheduling during design
phase, cost estimating, advertising and administering subcontracts and all related
work required for a complete project. An on-line link to the recently completed
Cultural
District
Master
Plan
is
available
at
www.ci.tampa.fl.us/dept_Public_Workis/. As the first step in the Competitive
Proposal Selection process, firms will be certified for further consideration (short
listed) on the basis of comparing the submitted materials using the following gen
eral criteria: Museum Construction Exper., 30%; CM Exper., 20%; Government
Project Admin Exp, 20%; Workload / Staff Adequacy, 10%; Low Amount of
Previous City Work, 5%; W/MBE Participation, 5%; Form A-305, 5%;. Office
Location/Work Load 5%. No supplemental information is available.
Questions may be directed to Jim Greiner, P.E., Contract Administration,
Department of Public Works, 4th Floor North, 306 E. Jackson Street, Tampa,
Florida 33602. Telephone (813) 274-8598; fax (813) 274-8080; Email
pw47@ci.tampa.fl. us.
Firms desiring to provide these services to the City must submit Three Sets of the
following:
A Letter of Interest referring to RFQ - MuseumCM
Resume of qualifications and experience (Standard Form A-305), W/MBE certifi-i
cation if applicable; and, Any supplemental materials; to R. M. Salmon, R E.,
Chairman, Consultants Competitive Negotiation Committee, City of Tampa - DPW
306 E. Jackson Street 4th Floor North, Tampa, Florida 33602,
NO LATER THAN 2 P.M,, Thursday, February 21, 2002.

INVITATION FOR BID
Bids are requested from qualified mechanical contractors by The
Pinellas County Housing Authority hereinafter referred to as the
Owner, for the replacement of the Railing System at apartment
buildings located at:
French Villas Apts. 6835 54th Ave. N., St. Petersburg, FL 33709
Minority Program: An MBE participation goal has been established

for this project. The bidder is required to meet or exceed MBE par
ticipation goals or make a good faith effort to contract with
Certified Minority Business Enterprises. The bidder is advised to
review the contract documents immediately in order to schedule
the necessary tasks to accomplish good faith efforts. A pre-bid
meeting will be held for all interested bidders and certified MBE’s
on: January 29, 2002 at 10:00 A.M. local time at French Villas
Apts: 6835 54th Ave. N., St. Petersburg, FL 33709. All prime bid
ders interested in bidding on the project are encouraged to attend
and address subcontracting opportunities for MBE’s, Assurance of
Completion shall be per clause 10 of HUD Form 5369.
The Bid Package will be open for inspection after 10:00 A.M. on
January 22, 2002 in the Central Administration Office of the Pinellas
County Housing Authority, 11479 Ulmerton Road, Largo, FL 33778.
The Bid Package may be purchased for $25.00 per set. No partial
sets will be issued. Sealed bids will be received until February 13,
2002 at 2:00 P.M. local time.
Place: Commissioners Meeting Room, Central Administration
Office, Pinellas County Housing Authority, 11479 Ulmerton Road,
Largo, FL 33778. Proposals: separate bids must be submitted in full
accordance with the requirements of the specifications, bidding and
contractual conditions which may be examined and obtained from
the Pinellas County Housing Authority, 11479 Ulmerton Road,
Largo, FL 33778. The Pinellas County Housing Authority reserves
the right to reject any or all bids and to waive minor technicalities;
wherever such rejections or waiver is in the best interest of the
owner. Contract award: the bid tabulation and notice of award rec
ommendation will be posted at the Pinellas County Housing
Authority, The Dean S. Robinson Administration Bldg., 11479
Ulmerton Road, Largo', FL 33778.
The Pinellas County Housing Authority is an equal opportunity
housing provider.

Carver, a scientist

aao

Looking for a way to supplement your income and earn some extra
$$$$? We have just the answer.

MISSIONED. MUST POSSESS

Hall Plaza, Tampa, Florida 33602, (phone, (813) 274-8721) upon the refundable
payment of the indicated deposit for each set. Copies of Standard Forms and
Provisions, (a part of the Contract Documents, but not reprinted in the
Specifications), are available for an additional charge of $15 each. Mailing is avail

Feb 19 to March 20

You’ll help teach your kids a valuable
financial lesson on the 19th. On the 21st,
a new recipe will bring out the gourmet
Chef in you. Follow up on an interesting
job lead on the 25th; you’ll be glad you did.

ia

Pre-Bid Conference(s) are held in the 4th Floor. Conference Room. The plans and
specifications for the work may be examined at, or copies may be obtained from,
the Department of Public Works, Municipal Office Building, 4th Floor North, City

Business Enterprise Program and Directory may be obtained with the Plans and
Specifications.

Save
Water

YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE. COM

BID DATE: February 12, 2002 ESTIMATE: $130,000 DEPOSIT: $20 SCOPE:
locations. PRE-BID CONFERENCE: Tuesday, January 29, 2002, 2:30p.m.

Biel

STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF 2

than 1:30 p.m. in the 4th Floor Conference Room, Tampa Municipal Office

PROJECT: PW5249; Hart Sidewalk Construction Citywide FY2002

was humanly possible.

SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF

Sealed bids will be received by the City of Tampa on the indicated Bid Date no later

(727) 323-5959
1427 34th St. S.

WRXB RADIO STATION IS

TO (727) 321-3025

LEGAL NOTICE

Construction of sidewalks and pedestrian ramps near HART bus stops at various

Adding nitrogen to the soil
in a garden promotes a
healthy, green color in plants.

Learn how w/28 page guide. Write: Guides
6750 Westown Pkwy#200PMB 305-3
W. Des Moines, Iowa 50266

Fotilitotes and administers quality twining program for new Customer Service

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG

FOR INFORMATION ON

We must welcome the future,
remembering that soon it will be the

FEEL SAFE! At Home, Work & Travel

Make checks payable to: (Tbi> Wrrkhj (Hhallettger

City of Sf. Petersburg

POLICE OFFICER
$30,077 - $45,448
NO CLOSING DATE
Police work involving the protection of life and property through
the enforcement of laws and ordinances. Work involves respon
sibility for the prevention, detection and investigation of crimi
nal activity, while assigned to a specific task or geographic area
on an assigned shift. Work is performed with considerable inde
pendence under general direction of an administrative supervi
sor, with responsibilities to include problem solving activities
while working in conjunction with community organizations.
Includes the use and care of firearms, communications equip
ment, gas masks and other necessary equipment. This work
involves the element of personal danger and requires the exer
cise of considerable independent judgement including applica
tion of policy and procedure and tact. Also, includes the use of
computers to access information and generate reports The
Police Officer may be assigned to a specialized unit requiring
specialized knowledge, training and work in units, such as vice
and narcotics, community policing, criminal investigations, etc.
Must be a high school graduate or possess a GED certificate. We
require sixty (60) college hours however, applicants with thirty
(30) college credit hours are eligible to apply. Must be at least
19, and meet all other criteria of the current “Selection Standards
for Police Officer Positions” as set forth by the City of St.
Petersburg.
Selection Process: Personal History Questionnaire, polygraph,
vocational assessment/psychological evaluation, physical agility,
background investigation, medical exam and drug screen.
Applications will be received in the Employment Office, One
Fourth Street North, 4th Floor, Monday - Friday.
Preference in appointment will be extended, to eligible veterans
and, in some instances, spouses of eligible veterans. To receive
veteran’s preference, documentation of status must be submitted
at time of application.

